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SGA lobbies
for higher
education
by Alane Tempchin
senior writer

KATHY ALCORN/THE BREEZE

Foul
This duck shares its home, Newman Lake near Greek Row, with Otter and
trash. Several ducks swim in the lake every day, and they are subject to various
forms off pollution, including sunken furniture, food wrappers and beer cans.

Members of JMU's Student Government
Association traveled to Richmond Wednesday to
lobby against tuition increases and for improved
financial aid and class availability.
Nine members of the SGA went to the General
Assembly and spoke to five legislators, including
Senator Kevin Miller from Harrisonburg.
Star Wilbraham, chairwoman of the SGA
Legislative Action Committee said the purpose of
the trip was "basically letting the state know that,
especially at JMU, we are concerned about attitudes
toward higher education and how much of a priority
we are on their list.
"We have a voice and we are voting constituents,
so they should listen to us," she said.
She also said they talked about the recent State
Council for Higher Education for Virginia report that
proposes pushing students to graduate in three years
by lowering graduation requirements, implementing
a summer session and giving more Advanced
Placement credit.
Wilbraham said those ideas would result jn
"downgrading the quality of education in Virginia."
Commuter senator Jim Scott said, "Tuition is
going up and we can't get classes, but at the same
SGA page 2
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Virginia General Assembly passes
Wilder legislation to curb gun buys
by Peggy Ware
senior writer
The Virginia General Assembly passed legislation
aimed at curbing the sale of handguns Thursday after
six weeks of intense lobbying and debate. Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder proposed the legislation to try to
change the state's reputation as a leading supplier of
handguns for drug dealers and other criminals on the
East Coast
The measure, part of an anti-crime package pushed
by Wilder in his final year in office, limits handgun
purchases to one a month per person. Individuals can
get a permit from state police if they want to buy
more than one gun per month.
"A lot of legislators who normally would have
voted against it, voted for it because they were
worried about how the gun trafficking is damaging
Virginia's reputation," said Dr. Robert Roberts, JMU
associate professor of political science.
Thursday night Wilder praised the legislature and

said he will sign the bill when it reaches his desk.
"Together we have accomplished what few
believed possible a mere two months ago: We
instituted gun control in Virginia," Wilder said in a
statement. "While we have closed the door on gun
running and gun trafficking in the Commonwealth,
we have maintained the rights of law-abiding,
bonafide Virginia citizens to purchase and own
guns."
State Police LL R. Lewis Vass, who has tracked the
legislation since the session began Jan. 13, said,
"We won't see any gun running" after July 1, when
the law takes effect, "because it won't be profitable
any more."
U.S. Attorney Richard Cullen, a Republican who
joined forces with Wilder to boost the legislation,
said passage of the bill "will have a substantial
impact on gun trafficking out of Virginia."
But Roberts said the bill is still weak and won't
have a dramatic effect on crime. "To the average
citizen, this is a very conservative bill. This is not at
LEGISLATION page 2
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SGA
CONTINUED/rom/,^/
time there is a report out there that
says we should graduate in three
years."
The SCHEV report also calls for
faculty to teach more hours and places
research on a low priority.
Commuter senator Eric Cole said
the House of Delegates Minority
Leader Vance Wilkins supports the
report.
"There is an overwhelming view in
Richmond that college professors are
lazy," Cole said. "But all the
professors we knew were overworked
already. They didn't have time to do
research at all."
The students split up into three
groups and targeted different senators
and delegates, Wilbraham said. They
tried to visit members on the
Education and Appropriation
committees and the legislators from
their home districts.
Wilbraham said that the senators
made an important impact by just
making an appearance.
"The biggest thing to look at in this
situation is that if we didn't go we'd
be causing more harm," she said.
"You definitely don't see
immediate results in this type of
outing, so I think it's really important
that senators and delegates hear about
what we have to say and hear it first
hand."
Scott said, "Letters don't have a
face attached. [The legislators] can't

see what a JMU student looks like.
You always leave a better impact faceto-facc."
This was the Wilbraham*s and
Scott's second trip. On Feb. 17, they
and JMU Senior Vice President
Linwood Rose went to Richmond to
lobby for the administration's
concerns.
Rose said on the trip they
concentrated on getting funding for
the Americans with Disabilities Act,
financial aid, faculty salary increases
and more funds for the equipment
trust
The trust provides funds for media
resources and other classroom
equipment.

"The primary reason to go is to give
the legislators an opportunity to hear
the concerns of JMU students," Rose
said.
He also said that seeing students in
person creates a lasting impression on
the legislators and will remind them of
who benefits from the funds JMU
wants.
"I think the university is generally
viewed positively," Rose said.
"Students can visit and reinforce that
positive image."
Wilbraham and Scott said that
follow-up trips are necessary to make
an impact Wilbraham said she would
like to see more trips during the year.
SGA representative Jennifer Biondi
said, "Next year we'll be all ready to
get down there early and get on the
ball. This was a first step, but it is big
step in the right direction."

Legislation
CONTINUED from page 1

all a serious gun control bill. It's just symbolism."
Harrisonburg resident Rob Miller said he doesn't
think the bill will stop criminals from obtaining
guns. Instead, he said, "It is just one more step
against my personal freedoms.
"Criminals will still get guns, they'll just find
more ingenious ways to skirt the law."
Steve Floyd, a National Rifle Association member
from Winchester, said, "The media has blown
Virginia gun trafficking way out of proportion."
"It won't do any good to stop crime," he said of
the bill. "If criminals want to get guns, they'll get
them anyway. The restriction only hurts law-abiding
citizens and honest gun dealers.
"Anyone can pick up a newspaper or gun trading
magazine and [privately] buy 100 guns," Floyd said.
"Instead of this bill, they need to control who's
getting ID'S, like making it mandatory to be a
resident in Virginia for six months before getting a
driver's license." Federal law prohibits the sale of
handguns to non-Virginia residents.

SHARON LOVERING/THE BREEZE

And the winner is
At P.C. Dukes Friday, head men's basketball coach
Lefty Driesell drew the winning name off a student who
won a five-day pass to Disney World.'

But Roberts said Virginia probably won't adopt
tougher laws. "This is it for Virginia. I don't think
there will be any more gun-control legislation in this
state."
Robby Burke, a Harrisonburg gun control
advocate, said this position often argued by NRA
lobbyists is a "strange leap in logic."
"The NR A is complaining about the very situation
they help to create," he said. "They say there are
still too many loopholes that the criminals can get
past, but they are unwilling to allow any national
laws to close them." This bill is only a beginning to
solving the larger picture that Burke said will close
the loopholes.
"We need a national approach to the gun problem,
such as the Brady Bill and a national limit on
purchases," he said.
Arlington resident Sarah Brady, chairwoman of
the national lobbying group Handgun Control, said
legislators have taken "a vital step ... to stop the
flow of Virginia's deadliest export . . . The big
losers today are the drug dealers, the gun runners
and the National Rifle Association," which led

opposition to the bill.
Charles Cunningham, an NRA lobbyist, said,
"The shame is that the focus has been on restricting
the rights of law-abiding citizens rather than those
of drug dealers and violent criminals."
But not all NRA supporters opposed the bill.
Former NRA member William Martin Jr., of
Grottoes, said he thought the bill was "a good idea."
He doesn't like die possibility of hurting local gun
dealers but said, "People certainly don't need more
than one hand gun a month." If they do, he said,
they can get a permit from the state police.
David S. Weaver, lobbyist for Handgun Control,
said Thursday's action demonstrates that the NRA's
"clout is not what it was. This shows you can stand
up to the NRA and the people will support you."
The Virginia action "plugs a hole in a leaky
bucket" of lax gun laws around the country, Weaver
said. "But we won't fix the bucket until we pass
sensible, national legislation."
The Los Angeles Times/Washington Post news
service contributed to this report.
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PRIME session examines stereotypes
by Jonnell Berry
contributing writer
On the narrow path that goes past
Burruss Hall and the Health Center, a
white female student walked slowly
toward Dukes. A Mack male student
rapidly approached behind her. He
was in a hurry, trying to be
somewhere on time. The
woman, catching sight of him,
picked up her pace. In a
flash, the guy behind her
realized what she was
thinking. He felt the pain
of prejudice.
A group gathered
together in Hillside Hall
on Saturday to share such
experiences of discrimination during a program called
Prejudice Reduction Involving
Maximizing Education.
The Council of Campus Leaders
sponsored the workshop as part of
Human Relations Week.
Coordinator for the Leadership
Center Renee Staten and graduate
student Jennifer Jarvis led about IS
students in exercises designed to
examine stereotypes and prejudices.
In one exercise, one person would
name a particular group in society,
and their partner would respond with
the first word that came to mind.
Some participants said they were

surprised by their own responses to
different racial and gender groups.
Staten emphasized that everyone
has prejudices, whether it be against
race, gender, religion, size or sexual
orientation.
Another activity involved naming
dislikes and likes about social groups.
For some participants, this activity
allowed them to vent anger
or to find pride in their
group affiliations.
*I
think
this
program should be a
mandatory program
for every student,"
one student said.
Senior
Keith
Theisen, a student
teacher at Spotswood
Elementary
School,
expressed his concerns for
educating children about diversity at
an early age.
"As a future teacher
I would like to change the traditional
methods of teaching history by
incorporating contributions . . . other
than by Europeans."
The workshop ended with a speak
out activity where people shared their
personal
experiences
with
discrimination.
"I experienced racism at a mall
back home when a black guy
threatened to slap me because I was
walking around with two white guys,"

BETSY RICHIE/THE BREEZE

Kelli Gray (1) and Jem Genoron discussed race relations at the
Project PRIME workshop Saturday.
senior Kelli Gray said.
The students were then allowed to
reenact the experience and respond
the way they wanted.
The PRIME workshop is held once
every semester, Jarvis said. The
students who participate vary in color,

classification and major.
"The goal of this project is to
educate," Jarvis said. "I want
everyone who participates to walk
away with enough information to
confront their prejudices and work on
them."

Health Center organizes Safe Break Party to educate
by Christy Grubbs
contributing writer
Students don't have to be shown how to have a
good time, but organizers of Safe Break, a day-long
event Wednesday, will show them how to add safety
to that fun.
Safe Break, a first-time venture by the Health
Center, will be held in the P.C. Ballroom from 10
a.m.-3 p.m. Everything from sunscreen and condoms
to chewing gum and fruit juices will be handed out to
students in an attempt to promote a safe Spring
Break.
.
"Spring Break has a Hollywood image of being
about rowdy parties, wet t-shirt contests and
chugging beer," said Patrick Donahue, a graduate
assistant working for the Health Center, who heads
the Safe Break committee.
"Although that image is partly true. Spring Break
is a time for students to get away from the stress of
college, and drinking until you pass out or sleeping
with a stranger is not an effective way to relieve
stress."
A variety of organizations, businesses and special
interest groups will be at Safe Break with tables and
demonstrations.
"I am most concerned about the over-consumption
of alcohol among students which leads to a number
of other problems," Nancy Grembi, the assistant
director for Health Education, said.
BACCHUS Peer Education Network and
Substance Abuse Prevention Efforts will try to
encourage responsible drinking during Spring
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Break.
"We are telling students to use good judgment in
whatever they do, whether that be not getting in a car
with a person who has been drinking, or not drinking
too much themselves," Karen Stewart, advisor for
the BACCHUS chapter on campus, said.
BACCHUS is distributing 1,000 bottles of fruit
juice and SAPE will be giving away t-shirts and
mugs Wednesday.
"The Safe Break Party should definitely be fun as
well as informative," Grembi said. "One of the

purposes is to inform students of some alternative
activities they can be involved with over Spring
Break. This is about safety for students' health and
also for their lives."
Donahue said, "The Safe Break party offers
effective stress relieving options for students such as
massage, volleyball, snorkling and catching rays
safely."
While many of the tables deal with serious
themes. Safe Break will also feature some lighter
topics, such as sporting ideas, creative ways to spend
the week and a comic presentation by Cillia, JMU's
improvisational acting troupe.
According to Donahue, there will be three
scheduled presentations. At 11 a.m. a graduate
student from the health science department will give
a CPR demonstration. At 12:30 p.m. Cillia will
perform. Mary Harrington, the women's volleyball
coach, will give a volleyball demonstration at 2:30
p.m.
Also at the Safe Break Party:
• Officer Lee Shifflet of Campus Police will host a
table on self-defense and answer safety questions.
• Wellness Peer Educators from the Health Center
will also have a table on substance abuse, rape and
sexual health.
• Student nurses from the Godwin Wellness Center
will be present to discuss proper tanning techniques.
• Dee McDonough, coach of the women's lacrosse
team, will be giving massage demonstrations.
• Students can enter their pick-up lines in Tully's
worst pick-up line contest. The winner will receive a
dinner gift certificate for two.
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Fraternity Itama
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Shirt*
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Scraan Printing
Cuatom Party Itama
[University Mail, Upper Level]
10631 Braddock Road
Fairfax, VA 22032
(703) 278-8202
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SKYLAND LODGE
In Shenandoah National Park

Now Hiring
For The 1993 Season
Full time
Part time
Summer
Positions Available
Reservations
Bus/Set up
Cashiers
Cooks
Housekeeping
Dishwashers
Host/Hostess Pantry Workers
Waitress/Waiter

CALL
1-800-999-4714
Ask for Nick or Jim
Monday - Friday
9:00 - 5:00

FORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS
Every year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tux deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it7
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POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:
Personal Abuse
* A female student reported an unidentified male
watching her in the shower in a McGraw-Long Hall
bathroom at 155 a.m. Feb. 24.
Police are still investigating.

Arson
* An unknown person reportedly set posters and
a plastic coffee cup lid on fire in McGraw-Long
Hal at 1:41 a.m. Feb. 25.
The fires caused a fire alarm.
* An unknown person reportedly set off smoke
bombs in the trash room of Huffman Hall at 1022
p.m. Feb. 25. The smoke from the bombs in turn
caused a fire alarm.
The room reportedly was full of combustible
trash. Police believe the bombs were set off with
the intention of catching the trash on fire.
Harrisonburg Fire Department assisted JMU
Police in the investigation.

LOG

men's bathroom in section 2A of Hillside Hall
between Feb. 20 and 21.
The owner reported leaving the razor in the
bathroom by mistake and discovering it missing
when he returned.
The owner also reported receiving harassing
telephone calls after posting reward notices for the
stolen razor.
• A portable radio/cassette boom box and a
wooden handled broom were reported stolen from
the second floor maids' closet in Miller Hall at 4:01
a.m. Feb. 24.
The boom box is valued at $100.
• A red and blue Nike athletic bag, its contents
and other items were reported stolen from an
unlocked vehicle in Wilson A-lot at 8:10 p.m. Feb.
25.
The bag reportedly contained a pair of Nike
tennis shoes, racquetball gear and personal
cosmetics.
A black flashlight, a garage door opener and
personal papers also were reported stolen from the
vehicle.
Hems are valued at $170.

* An unknown person reportedly broke the
marble divider in the men's bathroom of the Sigma
Phi Epsibn fraternity house at 3:02 am. Feb. 26.

DUI
• Student Michelle F. Simpson, 21, of Virginia
Beach, was arrested and charged criminally with
driving under the influence of alcohol on Bluestone
Drive at 2:10 a.m. Feb. 26.

Petty Larceny
* An electric razor was reported stolen from a

Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 10:
30

Destruction of Public Property

ServingJMV
702 E Market SL
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Papa John's -Serving the perfect pizza
after the perfect game.
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Not valid w/ any other coupon
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Additional Toppings 95t
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There will
be no Arts
meeting
tonight.
The next
meeting
will be
March 15.

V*n Live on
I campus and
pay just one
price.
Without the
bills and
advertising,
there's more
room in
your
mailbox for
fun things
like
packages
from home
and letters
from
friends!
On-campus
,i_ .. ■ _t..

choice for
easy living.

"Family Special"
One 14" Large w/
the "Works" 4 One
14" Large 2 Toppings

$1396
Additional Toppings 95«
Not valid w/ any cnher coupon

For more information call:
Extension 6489
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N.Y. police cite bomb as cause of blast
NEW YORK — Police investigators Saturday called
the World Trade Center blast that lulled at least five
people a "callous criminal act," and officially
acknowledged for the first time that it apparently was
caused by a bomb.
There are three factors: The magnitude of the
explosion, the fact that a significant amount of heat
was generated, and the fact that traces of nitrate were
found. These strongly indicate there was some sort
of explosive device detonated," New York City
Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly said.
New York Gov. Mario M. Cuomo, fresh from a
tour of the damaged area, bluntly stated: "It looks
like a bomb, it smells like a bomb, it probably is a
bomb."
However, more than 24 hours after the blast that
also left at least two missing and 1,042 injured,

investigators still were unable to begin their
painstaking search for clues in the rubble of the trade
center's devastated parking garage. Unsafe
conditions, also delaying the search for additional
victims, could stymie investigators through the
weekend.
Safety problems in the building may have
exacerbated evacuation difficulties. Because an
emergency generator deep in a sub-basement shorted
out after it was flooded, fans that could have cleared
smoke from the building did not operate. Port
Authority officials said. While thousands fled
through them, stairwells in the 110-story tower
complex were dark because emergency escape lights
did not have a battery-powered backup, the agency
said.
"We've got concrete floors falling down, walls

Haitian politicians negotiate
president's return to power
PORT-AU-PRINCE — A motley
group of Haitian politicians met
recently at the Holiday Inn here.
Ranging from Communists to fascist
wannabes, they came together with the
idea of forcing the downfall of Haiti's
militarily imposed government.
The politicians outlined a plan of
demonstrations and civil disobedience
over the next weeks aimed at
destabilizing the country so much that
the current regime would step down.
What emboldened these usually
timid actors to move beyond talk was
the arrival a few days earlier of U.N.
human rights observers.
It is, in the minds of many diplomats

and experts, the last and best chance to
settle the year-and-a-half-old crisis
that's pulverized a nascent democracy
and impoverished the Western
Hemisphere's poorest economy.
The United Nations' goal is to
deploy human rights observer teams
throughout Haiti to establish an
atmosphere calm and secure enough
for political negotiations aimed at
restoring democracy and ending the
exile of Jean-Bertrand Aristide,
Haiti's first democratically elected
president, who was ousted by the
military in 1991.

— L.A. Times/Washington
Post news service

Many mourn for state trooper
WARRENTON — More than 1,500
law-enforcement officers from as far
away as Hawaii jammed the narrow
streets behind the Fauquier County
courthouse here Sunday, lining up
somberly outside St James Episcopal
Church to pay homage to one of their
brothers, slain Virginia State Trooper
Jose M. Cavazos.
The throng of officers created a
funeral procession of nearly 500 cars
that traveled the 25 miles to Fairview
Cemetery, where Cavazos was buried.
Many officers said they had come
because of the professional bond they
shared with Cavazos, who was gunned
down early Wednesday while making
a traffic stop on Interstate 95 at the
Potomac Mills exit.
Martin Brooks, a patrolman for eight
years with the Boston Police
Department, explained for many of
those present why he came, on his
own time, to Cavazos's funeral.
"I don't mean to use police jargon,"
Brooks said, "but The Line is The
Line. It's important to be here because
if it could be him, it could be me. It's
always on your mind." He added that

earlier this week he attended the
funeral of his training officer, also
killed in the line of duty.
"Jose gave the ultimate sacrifice for
you and me and his country," Virginia
State Police chaplain Preston Everhart
told those who crowded the tiny
stucco church. Mourners spilled over
into the adjacent parish hall and some
rooms downstairs during the service,
which also was attended by Virginia
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder.
As an 80-member honor guard lined
the brick sidewalk in front of the
church today, officers from groups as
varied as the Vermont State Police,
the Department of Defense, the FBI
and the Virginia Game Department
quietly filed into the parish hall. Inside
the church, members of Cavazos's
unit from Prince William County and
other state troopers filled the pews
behind his family. Besides his wife,
Linda, Cavazos is survived by a
daughter, Leslie, who attends college,
and a son, Trevor, a high school
senior.

— L.A. Tunes/Washington
Post news service

knocked down, piles of cinderblocks, broken pipes,
cable hanging all over, a lot of water — it's just not
safe down there yet," said Charles Maikish, director
of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey,
which operates the building complex. He predicted
that work to shore up and make the crime scene safe
could take two days or more.
So far, investigators said they have made only
limited inspections of the crime scene, extracting
samples of rubble for laboratory testing to confirm
the presence of nitrate. Signs of scorching caused by
the intense heat of the blast also were visible around
the blast site. But explosives experts have not been
able to sift the debris for bomb fragments or clues to
the vehicle that contained it

— L.A. Times/Washington Post news
service

WATCH

WORLD

Univeraity' Research Grants
The following colleges and universities lead in
grants for research:
University
of Alaska

g $45,063,000

Boston
University-

$29,000,000

Michigan
State University

$23,172,600

University
of Maryland

X

$22,770,000

Wheeling
Jesuit College

$21,000,000

University
of Rochester

$20,300,000

University of
West Virginia

$19,625,000

University
of Hawaii

$16,941,000

Indiana
University

$13,688,000

University of
North Dakota

$13,382,000

Source: US. News & World Report, March 1
JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE
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Tuesday N£g£t Shows at f:30 PM
esday Night Shows at 10;00 1M

18 and Up with \ali3 La
A GREAT SPRING BREAK

BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT
Every 22
minutes,
someone dies in
an
alcohol-related
automobile
accident. Don't
let it be you.
Don't let it be
your friend.

Hunters

Rid

434*5150
c

Berkeky

Rent Starting
at $200
pet* bedroom/
pet* month

ReMlty.locofHarriaonburf
REALTOR

• #iBetter

^«s^
Friends don't let
friends drive
drunk.

Anv lease* signed today until AWck
26tfv 1993 will be eligible \o win $500

Volleyball Tournament Com'mg Soon...
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Presentation on graduate and medical
school admissions to be held:
Dr. Jack McKenzie of Uniformed Services
University of the Health Sciences will discuss
graduate and medical school admissions March 2 at
4 p.m. in Burruss Hall, room 140A. Sponsored by
Tri-Beta Biological Honor Society, this discussion is
informal and open to everyone. Refreshments will
be provided.

HOUSE sponsors annual food drive:
The JMU homeless advocacy group HOUSE will
sponsor their annual spring food drive on March 2.
Volunteers are needed to collect food from all area
apartment complexes. Volunteers should meet at the
Wesley Foundation at 690 S. Main St. anytime
between 5-10 p.m. Those who want to donate food
but won't be home are asked to leave an extra can on
their front step. For more information, call Shannon
May at xS9S9 or Candy Ryman at x4125.
WMRA seeking nominations for excellent
recycling programs:
Public radio WMRA-FM is seeking nominations
from the public for recycling programs that are
worthy of recognition. Nomination forms are
available at the WMRA studios in Anthony-Seeger
Hall and are due on March 12.
Awards will be presented on April 16 at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall to individuals, groups, institutions,
industry and businesses which have made an effort to
reduce the waste sent to landfills. Winners will
receive a portion of their award at the ceremony and
will have a tree planted in their honor.
For more information, call Brenda Hankey or Bob
Howertonatx6221.
Students can obtain national coaching
certification:
Students who are taking or have taken
Kinesiology 471— Principles of Coaching — can
now obtain National Coaching Certification by the
American Coaching Effectiveness Program. Dr.
McMillian will meet with interested students on
March 4 at 6 p.m. in Godwin Hall, room 339.

Calendar of events
1 Tuesday
• Visiting Scholars Lecture "Rational Structure in
Music," by Benjamin Johnston of the University of
Illinois, Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
• College Republicans meeting, Jackson Hall, room
103,8 p.m.

SGA meeting, WCC, Highlands Room, 5 p.m.
Circle K meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 6 p.m.
Roundtable discussion "Multiculturalism at JMU,"
WCC, Highlands Room, 8:30 p.m.

^Thursday

Wednesday

• Brown Bag lecture series "500 Years of Resistance: • EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall, room
Reflections on the Howard University Conference," B-202, 5-6:30 p.m.
Hillcrest House, noon.
• Freshman class meeting, WCC, Valley Room,
5:30 p.m.
• Harmony meeting, Jackson Hall, room 104,7*9
p.m.

Stress reduction program to be held:
Dr. John Rader, director of the Valley Wellness
Center, will present "Stress Reduction Through
Humor" at the Rockingham County Area Chapter of
the United Ostomy Association meeting on March 7
at 3 p.m. in the Rockingham Memorial Hospital
Outpatient Center, conference room G2. The
program is free and open to the public. For more
information, call 433-4533 or 433-4269.
Diabetic support group to meet:
"How Drug Interactions Can Affect Your Blood
Sugar Control" will be presented by Scott Willis,
RPh., at the diabetic support group meeting on
March 9 at 7 p.m. in the Rockingham Memorial
Hospital Outpatient Center, conference room Gl.
The program is sponsored by the educational
services department of RMH and participation is
free. For details, call 433-4533 or 433-4269.

Equal meeting, WCC, Piedmont Room, 4:30 p.m.

the

..

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY
■■'■.'
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43°
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Partly Cloudy

Source:
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Spring Break Is Almost Here!

Don't Miss
^un Our Exit!
6, 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
• Full Size Washer & Dryer
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens • Remodeled Kitchen
Pool & Tennis Court
• City Bus Service to JMU
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
• Furnished Apartments
Ceiling Fans
"• New Lower Rates
Mini Blinds
• Student Individual Leases
Small Pets Welcome*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
• On Site Management
ri

v»w-

»twT'N6

SQuiae
HK-L
APAKTMfcWJ-6

RARR-EE STATION

V
Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30
Sat. & Sun. 10-5

Barr-EE Station Catalogue Outlet has the great spring
clothing you've been seeing in the catalogues at
50% Off the Catalogue Price or Better, Everyday!
Look great for Spring Break fin* not a tot ofmoneif.

• Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harosonburg, VA 22801
Direct'ons: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Ex* 24£> East on Port
Republic Road to top bf hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office.

1790 E. Market • Harrisonburg • Next to Kroger • 432-0289

434-2220

\

a
3*©s

-Hut.

433-4800

For Dine-Iii/Carrxout Visit
434-0676

IP
sb
6

Hir

I'm
° W<i

Buy Any Pizza And Get A Second
Pizza At 1/2 Price!
For Delivery Call:

78 South Cariton St.

h

2485 South Main St.

433-1821

IfiU

>
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Focus On
Parents adopt through personal ads
Private adoptions open
channels between birth
and adoptive parents

baby by placing an ad, also "went through the whole
fertility scene," Paul Petrilla said.
Paul's wife Mary, a 35-year-old registered nurse,
went to many doctors and took fertility drugs. Her
husband, Paul, said they spent $7,000 to $8,000
trying to conceive.
When couples like the Petrillas decided to explore
adoption as an option, there were several reasons
why independent adoptions appeared more suitable.

by Alane Tempchin
senior writer
While many couples trying to adopt a baby spend
years on a waiting list, some have turned to
newspaper personal ads to find a willing birth
mother.
"When you want a baby you will do everything
and anything you can," said Jcannie, a 38-year-old
graduate student in Virginia who can't have a baby
biologically. "We are really no different than anyone
else. We're just going to make our family a little
differently."
Jeannie has been married for 14 years, and she
and her husband, Ken, have been advertising for a
birth mother for about a month.
Placing personal ads for babies can lead to an
independent adoption for these couples. In these
open adoptions, the adoptive parents meet the birth
parents and exchange personal information,
according an article in the January 1993 Journal of
the National Association of Social Workers.
In an open adoption, the couple can take the baby
directly home from the hospital, while in many
agency adoptions the child is placed in foster care for
some period of time.
In most agency adoptions there is an agreement
made between the birth parents and the licensed
child-placing agency in which the birth parents give
up all parental rights and responsibilities for the
child.
In closed adoptions the birth mother and the
adoptive parents do not exchange information.
Darlis Moyer, a Harrisonburg attorney who
specializes in adoption cases, said, "With the state
you don't know who will be raising your child, you
can't keep in touch.
"With open adoption you have a legal right to
names and addresses. It makes it more attractive, and
you have more control over it."
But for others, there are some things about open
adoptions that aren't so appealing.
Kate Coopersmith, the Outreach Coordinator for
the Barker Foundation, a non-profit adoption agency,
sees disadvantages to open adoption.
"It's very hard on the woman," she said. "They
know where their child is and there is a temptation
every day to go see their child."
Coopersmith said open adoption bothers her for
several reasons.
"The biggest problem is that a prospective

Long wait frustrates couples

ANDY SAFFRONATHE BREEZE

adoptive couple feels that's what they have to do to
adopt a child. It reduces adoption to a commodity in
my mind. It seems disrespectful to all involved."
Despite the controversy surrounding independent
adoptions, they do provide solutions to couples who
are unable to have children biologically.

Infertility leads to adoption choice
Many couples choose adoption only after taking
many costly steps to try to have a child biologically.
Jeannie, who is advertising to find a birth mother
and child, said, "We can't have a biological child.
We've been through seven years of infertility
treatment. We're just excited about this."
John and Jane* are in a similar situation. They
have also been trying to conceive a child for several
years.
John said, "In the big picture, [adoption] is not the
way we would have preferred it. We would have
preferred to conceive naturally . . . It's an
alternative."
Jane has gone through two in-vitro cycles, where
the egg is taken out of the uterus and fertilized and
then implanted in the womb. She has also taken
fertility drugs. She said these methods are expensive
and insurance doesn't cover the costs.
Jane isn't alone in her experience with fertility
drugs and the cost involved.
The Pelrillas, a Virginia couple who adopted a

CJ. CREBBAMI BHH/l

Some couples cite the long waiting lists and other
procedures involved with agency adoptions as a
reason to place personal ads.
According to Paul, a 35-year-old field engineer in
telecommunications, independent adoption is the
best way to adopt.
'The main advantage was that from the time wc
advertised to the time we had a baby in the house it
was four months," Paul said.
Mary also said the lime factor involved in a closed
adoption was discouraging.
An agency adoption "would have taken years,"
Mary said. "Our names would have been on a
waiting list for forever and a day. We had waited so
long. We wanted to try for something new."
Jane, a hospital education coordinator, and her
husband, John, a health care consultant, have been
advertising for a birth mother for about a month and
are optimistic about their chances.
"From what 1 gather and what I hear, if you stick
with this it is reasonably certain that we could get a
baby," Jane said.
But using a personal ad still requires patience and
can be time consuming.
John said, "We're both excited about the
possibility, but frustrated about the length of time."
And in addition to the waiting, couples must also
follow strict state laws while they adopt.

Law requires strict adoption procedures
In Virginia, when a birth parent places a child up
for adoption directly with a set of adoptive parents,
strict legal procedures must be followed.
The adoptive parents must have a home study
conducted, in which their fitness as parents is
evaluated and they go through several weeks of
training and counseling. They also go through
background and criminal checks.
Both the adoptive parents and the birth parents
must be counseled by a social worker before the
official legal procedure begins. They must be
informed of other options besides adoption and must
exchange names and addresses. All financial
arrangements between parties must be disclosed to
the court.
"They can only pay fees that arc allowed. The law
is very restrictive on what money can change hands,"
Moyer said.
After the birth, all of the parties go before the
Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court and the court
can give its consent to the adoption. The birth
parents have up to 15 days to change their minds and
withdraw the adoption petition. After this period,
Moyer said, the adoption petition is irrevocable.
The adoption is then filed in the circuit court, after
which about a six month wailing period and three
home visits by social services. If the judge is
satisfied the adoption will become final, Moyer said.
'These sources asked that their real names not be used.

See Thursday's Focus On for the personal
story of an adopting couple and the birth
mother who answered their personal ad.
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Wh \y Pay M ore?
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Madison MR

houses has:

•4bedrooms
^21/2 baths
9 month leases
individual lease:
Famished or mr i
•Preewater&;
• Free trash pkk• Ample, dose ] iking

IDS service
•Walk out patio
blinds
itballgoal
s Court
Pool
laundry
Priva
Room

AND MOR

We're Making Plans
For You Next Fall I

For only $12 -$150 per
Call today for an a

INTRODUCING THE NEW

r furnished model!

433-7062

Freedom Plan
AND

Freedom Plan Pins
FOR GIBBONS HALL

• Continuous, All Day Service

"*£
fa*
•;**p«ja

9,26

ii"o° £
-v3.50 »

&W*\

..2f

6.50
i3.2S
V3.25

if.26
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Serrtog the city of
Harrtooabarg
702 E. Market 8c
(corner of Old Furnace Id.)
1IOUKS:
Mori-Tliurs. 11AM . 1:30AM
Fri. r.$ai&y?:stlAM i 3:30AM
Sunday
.11AM - 12>30AM

433-PAPA
433-7272

,f

Mf^0F i 0ne 14" Large
tfJMiBS»\ Two Toppings

$131 ;

AddliamlTcppvigs^ .
Nav«i»J*/«ny aba coupon

$783

AJAlKiru* Topp<qg« 93*

Nwnddw/wyoeierqiupop

Unlimited Access To Gibbons
Individual Birthday Treats
T - Shirts
Individual Holiday Treats
Exam Survival Kits
Special Dinners With Date
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if-26
;

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two 14" Large
One Topping

$119S
-A.JL *tax
AAfeowl T«ppinj» 9J«
NwwbJ */■»«**» coupon

Next Fall, all the options in
Gibbons Hall will be free flow,
and the building will be open
continuously from breakfast
through dinner - no more closing
between meals. You can take
full advantage with the new
Gibbons Hall Freedom Plans,
which will give you unlimited
access to the building. Come in

anytime for meals, snacks, or just
to study beside the coffee pot!
And do it as many times per day
or week as you wish. Want to
occasionally eat in another
Dining Services facility? Buy
Freedom Plan Plus. It costs $50
more but comes with a $100
Food From Home account which
can be used at all of them.

TEL. 568 - 6751 FOR INFORMATION
■

■MB*

^^^OT^^
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Expect the Best in Student Housing
Don't Settle For Less

^^M

Reserve your space today in one of
our popular student rental units.
Units currently located at:

H
klitsl
Mtio*

A*

/

MADISON SQUARE (Only two blocks
to campus)
^COLLEGE STATION (Huge!!! Three level
townhouses)

//<

M

MADISON MANOR (Deluxe condo with
fireplace)
O
TRANSAMERICA MARKETING SERVICES, INC.
is looking for career minded individuals who
desire temporary employment in the area of
telephone marketing. Earn $6.00 per hour.
Paid training and gain valuable work experience.
Please contact Ms. Miller at 434-2311
Mon • Fri 8 AM to 6 PM.
E.O.E

SAFE BREAK PARTY !!!
Safe Break Party
FREE:

All units feature individual leases, appliances,
carpet, A/C and reasonable rental rates! Don't
be left out!!! CALL TODAY!
Units Are

434-1173

By the
Firm of

COLDUUGLL
BANKER U

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

UPB MARCH MOVIES
Mar. 2,3
Mar. 4

Juice
Reservoir Dogs

SPRING BREAK !!!

Wednesday March 3
P.C. Ballroom
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cilia 12:30-1:30 p.m.
CPR 11:00 p.m.
Volleyball 2:30 p.m.

UPB
SAP.E.
PANHELLENIC
CENTER

AMEMBEROFTHE
[71
•EARS FMANCUO. NETWORK 111

A few houses
still available

T-SHIRTS
SUNTAN LOTION
MUGS
MYSTIC JUICES
SOAP
CONDOMS
GUM
MASSAGES
INFO.
COPIES OF MAGIC JOHNSONS BOOK

SPONSORED BY:
HEALTH CENTER
BACCHUS
I.F.C.
GODWIN WELLNESS

Professionally
Managed

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

16,17
18
19,20
21
23,24
25
26, 27
26
28
30,31

Husbands and Wives
Vampire's Kiss
Dracula
The Detective
Forever Young
Cinema Paradisio
Trespass
Texas Chainsaw Massacre
Raffles
Unforgiven

J

" RESERVOIR DOGS' PICKS UP WHERE
SCORSESES MEAN STREETS' LEFT OFF!'
-JimHobcrman. PREMIERE

"ONE OF THE DECADE'S
LANDMARK MOVIES!"
- Russell Smith. DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The New
/TCD
Join
theUimriMly
Crew
JmiK-3
M.ICIIMMI

Coming in April. TOAD THE WET SPROCKET

RESERVOIR
7 & 9:30, unless otherwise noted.
Sunday Movies: FREE. 7:30 onk
Hunmv

TM

CHRIS

StfcVfc

KEIIH RDTH PENH BUSCEMI
Li 4,
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YOU ARE INVITED..
NO
NO
NO

Gf^S BILLS

(NO
(hlO PfcWA<x>
(MO HOT VIK^^
(MO
(MO pMmes )

Dart...

(HO

Pat..,

A dusty dart to the construction effort on Port
Republic Road. One has to ask, "How much
worse could the traffic congestion get?" The
answer is none.
Sent in anonymously.

(Mo

JMU RESIDENCE HALLS l^S^^T*
Be aware of your prejudices
What comes to mind when someone says
••black?"
Basketball? Ghettos? Riots?
Some participants in the Saturday Prejudice
Reduction Involving Maximizing Education
workshop were surprised when they found
themselves responding to the word "black" with the
word "basketball," hearing "men" and blurting out
"control," or responding to "Christian" by saying
"strict" What they thought was just another exercise
became a valuable lesson.
Before Saturday, these people believed that, for
the most part, they didn't discriminate. But they
learned that, in some way or another, everyone holds
certain prejudices that they should learn to recognize
and relinquish.
The workshop, held in Hillside Hall as part of
Human Relations Week, was designed to address
prejudice, and by discussion, try to reduce it.
The people that went to the workshop attended not
because they were required lo attend, but because
they were interested in learning more about
prejudices in themselves and in the world. Simply by
their interest in the program, they showed that they
want to fight all types of discrimination.
The workshop discussed the way discrimination
transcends racial lines, as well. As with race, people
tend to make generalizations about the opposite sex
or sexual orientations, different religions, ethnic or
political groups, and even people with different
physical characteristics.
During a simple word exercise participants were
asked to respond to certain words with the first word
that came-to mind. "Men," someone said to her
paruicr. "Control," the partner countered. To which
Or^Mwi4ml...edtor

some men responded: "We're not all like that."
And that's the point People are all different no
matter what group they're in, and labeling demeans
every individual. Black is just a color, a blanket
word covering people descended from Africa, the
Caribbean and any number of islands and cultures.
White also came from too many lands to list
In fact, no one is really black or white, but
thousands of shades of different colors.
The great thing about PRIME is that it does help
increase awareness of that simple reality. But the
drawback is that it helps only those who are
motivated and concerned enough to sign themselves
up. PRIME is a valuable workshop, and it's
something everyone should be required to attend.
And while Human Relations Week provides a
good opportunity for presenting the program, we
need more programs like it all year round. Human
Relations Week has passed and another special
interest week will soon take its place. But this is not
a problem to be thought about for one week and
forgoucn during the rest of the year.
Until we continue addressing prejudice,
discrimination and diversity through workshops like
PRIME all year long, and start applying the lessons
we learn in these types of workshops, stereotypes
will never go away.
Human Awareness Week, Black Emphasis Month,
and other celebrations of diversity arc great
supplements lo awareness, but lousy substitutions for
it
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

QaykCohen...managingeditor QnmtJen&ng...opinioneditor

To all those who helped prepare and serve
lunch at Friendship House on Thursday. All
your hard work was greatly appreciated. We
also send a special pat to Michael, for the best
chocolate chip cookies ever. Thanks.
Sent in by Candy Ryman and Shannon May,
co-coordinators of HOUSE, Housing
Opportunities Uniting Students and Educators.

Dart...
A truly tasteless dart to D-Hall for the sexist
advertisement of the beach party. A fillcd-out
string bikini is about as sexist as they come.
Surely you have more discretion than that
Sent in by two freshmen who are sick and
tired of the exploitation of women in
advertising.

Pat...
To the woman who works in D-Hall who look
ihc lime to say hello when I was stressed. You
are right; all these worries will pass away. I'll
keep my eyes on the prize. It's people like you
who give people back their smiles.
Sent in anonymously.

Dart...
To whoever decided lo increase ihc size of
the drinks ihc soda machines across campus
dispense and increase the price lo 50 cents. The
smaller size drinks were the perfect size lo hide
from your professors who don't allow food or
drinks in class. And now, when the inevitable
happens and the drinks get knocked over, there
will jusi be that much more soda spilled on the
floor.

Pat...

Letters to .the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no .
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis.
They must be delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University.

To the Russian Club and the Local
International Network Committee for
sponsoring a medicine and clothing drive for
Pcterhof, Harrisonburg's sister city in Russia.
■

"
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letters to the Editor
Improvement in residence
life, not ad campaign, needed
TotheedHor:

I'm writing in response to the article on the front page
of the Feb. 22 issue of The Brear. "JMU losing $330,000
from empty dorm spaces." Is it any wonder? I could waste
some typewriter ribbon and elaborate on the shortcomings
of dorms — er. "residence halls" — but anybody who's
ever been a freshman knows the list by heart My personal
pet peeves (accumulated during my stays in Eagle, Shorts
and Gifford halls) are non-stop Tire alarms and sharing a
bathroom with 10-20 goons who smell like they just broke
out of the monkey cage at the zoo.
Basically, what it all boils down to is why should I
shell out lots of money for a small cinder block cubicle and
all the accompanying problems of dorm life, when I can
pay a similar amount and live in relative comfort in an off
campus apartment with my own room? Director of
Residence Life Jim McConnel should realize that dorm life
is not a "good product," and that the solution is not an ad
campaign in The Breeze but an actual improvement in the
quality of dorm life itself. Until things change, I'm of the
opinion that anybody who doesn't mind taking the bus to
class should at least check out an off-campus option.
David C. Perry
geography
Junior

Residence Life working on
addressing student requests
To the editor:

Thank you for pointing out in the Feb. 22 edition of
The Breeze that the Office of Residence Life is working to
meet the requests of resident students. Implementing suite
reservations into the room sign-up process is one way we
are trying to meet these requests. I would like to highlight a
few other important measures we have taken.
In response to formal and informal feedback, our
department spent more than $1 million last summer in
specific improvements to the residence halls. This summer
we have set aside more than $800,000 for new elevators
and individual floor study lounges in Eagle Hall, as well as
paint, carpeting and other improvements. We have also
allocated more than $400,000 toward new furniture for the
residence halls.
Since last year we have worked more closely with the
facilities management department (maintenance and
housekeeping services) and have established a wonderful

relationship with them. We are also working with the
Vending and Concessions Division to contract out laundry
services, a move that would completely renovate our
laundry rooms and replace all our equipment. Last year's
satisfaction levels for maintenance repair, housekeeping,
laundry facilities and study space were about 60 percent, 70
percent, 45 percent and 75 percent, respectively. I am
hopeful that this year's satisfaction survey will reflect
student appreciation of the improvements we have made.
One last note of clarification; the Office of Residence
Life is an auxiliary enterprise. As such, our department
raises its own revenue and covers its own expenses.
Revenue shortfalls that our department may experience do
not translate into a loss for the university. As I shared with
your reporter, we were able to anticipate a low occupancy
rate for 1992-93 and spent money in 1991-92 to cover
anticipated expenses for the current year. Residence Life
will be able to easily accommodate for the net loss of 199293 revenue by implementing some of the actions you
highlighted in the article.
Jim McConnel
director of Residence Life

JMU owes football, men's
basketball 'debt of gratitude'
To the editor:
I am appalled at the lack of journalistic integrity by
whomever wrote the editorial "Equitable Athletics Needed"
in the Feb. 25 edition of The Breeze. Being a football player
here for the last five years (on full scholarship) I felt the
editorial about us was irresponsible and totally unnecessary.
All JMU athletic teams, as well as the university itself, owe
a debt of gratitude to the football and men's basketball
teams. Name one other sport that has generated half the
notoriety that these sports have, or has done more to make
the university so popular.
To the anonymous member of the editorial board who
wrote this trash, think about this: Maybe the reason the
football team gets more money than anyone else is that to
play and be competitive we need more people. The football
team has more than 100 members, opposed to the 15-16
members of the women's basketball team. You do the math.
More money is spent per capita on the women's basketball
team than on the football team. If the equipment needed to
play both sports is also taken into account, who do you
think is going to come out ahead?
Here's another question for you. Of the two previously
mentioned teams, which one is responsible for bringing 1015,000 spectators to our school on a given weekend? Here's

a hint — it's not women's basketball. Who gets more
press? More fan support? So, to the "female coach" (also
anonymous) who says we are "... eating up valuable
resources that could be put elsewhere," — think before you
speak. Our scholarships, you may also be interested to
know, do not come from school funds. They are donated by
people who want a football team here.
The bottom line is men's sports like football are just
more popular than women's sports, right or wrong. More
money is spent on us because we deserve it. In fact, we
deserve more! I invite anyone to come to our locker room
on a hot August day with no air conditioning, or practice
every day on a turf field that causes injuries because we
don't have a grass practice field, and then look me in the
eye (and of course make another anonymous comment) and
tell mc wc don't deserve every penny we get and more.
Derek Spanjder
political science
senior

Inter Hall Council working
to encourage on-campus life
To the editor:
The Feb. 22 story "JMU losing $330,000 from empty
dorm spaces" discussed the declining occupancy and return
rales to residence halls and highlighted the Office of
Residence Life's advertising campaign to encourage
students to move back on campus.
The Inter-Hall Council is also working on a project to
encourage on-campus living — Residence Hall
Appreciation Week. The campus-wide programming
during this week (March 27-April 3) will recognize people
who live and work in our residence halls, and most
importantly it will promote hall pride and spirit Some of
the activities planned include campus Olympics, scavenger
hunt, talent show, lobby decorating contest and a semiformal dance. Residents can acquire points for their halls
by participating in the various events and signing up to live
on campus next year. The hall that accumulates the most
points will win the RHAW trophy to proudly display in the
hall. The IHC is excited about the revitalizing effect
RHAW could have on campus life at JMU, but we need
your support to make it a success, so please join in the fun
either by working on a committee or participating in an
event.
To find out more about RHAW and how to get
involved, contact your hall director, Christy Huber (x7314),
Lauren Cogswell (x7312) orTiffanic Rosier (x5544.)
Christy Huber

Discovering JMU's 'Illusion of Knowledge'
When I returned lo JMU last January after
studying abroad, I received all of the usual
notifications and reminders from the university
that accompany the beginning of a semester, and
for me they were a welcome back to JMU after an
eight-month hiatus. All of these official envelopes
were stamped in red with the official motto of the
1992-93 school year "Discovery and the Illusion
of Knowledge."
At first I thought the motto was the brain child
of one department — a poor choice made by one
faction of the university. Then I thought perhaps it
was the product of a secret, disturbing conspiracy,
like the one that neatly posts obscene and twisted
graffiti on the bulletin boards in Kcc/.cll and
Jackson halls. But no, the inspiring school motto is
the official theme of the entire university.
II would have surprised me more a few years
ago, but now I'm at the end of my third year of
college and I've noticed that it seems to be in
vogue to teach that there are no right answers —
that "right" and "wrong" are relative and therefore
meaningless.
It seems to me that educators and institutions
pride themselves on "challenging our beliefs," and
that often boils down to an assault on the moral
integrity students possess when they enter college.

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Paige Duncan
I've heard my professors say things like "if we keep
using science lo cure disease we're going lo have a
real population problem on our hands," and "human
sacrifice is only wrong in our culture, so il isn'l
empirically wrong." By ihc time students graduate, if
they arc not careful, ihey may not have learned how
to think critically bul ihey will have accepted the
popular, non-thinking, "whatever feels good"
thought process. Being tolerant of ideas, peoples and
cultures different from our own is a good thing, and
il is right to emphasize this in schools. But we have
carried ihe axiom of toleration to such an extreme
that we are being laught to accept before we are
taught to think.
I chose JMU because it seemed lo me to be the
best of both worlds: a "smart kid school" with a laidback, comfortable atmosphere. But I'd trade a little
of that comfort to ensure that my university would
abstain from modeling an academic year around

"Discovery and the Illusion of Knowledge." I'm
afraid to see next year's mouo — maybe it'll be
something like "Exploration and the Pursuit of
Futility."
I'm sure this problem is not peculiar lo JMU.
In fact I'm sure it is worse elsewhere, and JMU,
for the mosi part, has a top-notch faculty and
administration bul jusi happened lo choose a
school mono lhat captured a frightening
educational trend in six words. JMU is one of the
mosi difficult schools lo gel into in the slate, and
academically il is one of ihc best in its category in
the country. JMU was rated by U.S. News and
World Report and Barrons as one of ihe besl
educations for the money in the nation. Il would
probably score higher than any college in the
country if ihere were a "how well do you like your
university" poll. We're fortunate to have a
beautiful, friendly environment, dedicated
professors, an administration lhat caters lo us, a
University Program Board that brings us great
entertainment, etc.
But we should have come to college to learn.
and I don't like being told lhat my parents and I
are working hard to pay $32,000 for an illusion.
Paige Duncan is a junior history major.
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WOMEN

More than rt
by Kristine Wulf
contributing writer
Five women approached the stage cha
poets: Charlotte Bronte, Sappho, Lou
Harriet Beecher Stowe. They gall
women — their lives, accomplishments,
and love — through prose and poetry.
But this performance isn't the only fi
issues and literature. The Little Grill,
provides the Acoustic Poetry Experience v
poets can share their works with audience
JMU English Society sponsors "Alaslor,"
of student literature distributed in the sprii
In Person" an oral presentation in the fall.
Monday night, members of the Indivii
team hosted ""Celebration of Women in P
part of a scries dedicated to Women's Wee
In an introduction to Virginia Woolf's
for Women," the group explained die dclci
to enter into the literary world and "j
protest." The group said that through lite
occupations, women have the freedom to
barriers and excel."
"I'd be a fool to want more children
echoed those sentiments. The poem ask
sexism . . . learn how to love," and warn
without giving ourselves away ... to realu
The group also focused on womer
"struggle of women in their pursuit of a
freshman Homa Magsi said.
Junior Tracy Lynn Bolander and Maj
important thing in the Olympic games is n

ROB CALVERT/THE BREEZE

More than a pretty picture
Waxing Moon Gallery exhibits women s art
by Tiffany Hartzell
contributing writer
Women as arlisls and women as arl
subjects provide the substance for
the Waxing Moon exhibit
"Empowerment through Unity and
Community."
This empowerment theme fills the walls of
the Waxing Moon Gallery, which is currendy
exhibiting "Works by Women" done by JMU

VIEW

JOEY YATES/THE BREEZE

students.
Located in the basement of Logan Hall, the
Waxing Moon Gallery became a part of the
Women's Resource Center this fall and is run
by volunteers. The gallery plans to exhibit two
shows this semester featuring JMU student
works, according to director and coordinator
Stephanie Cox.
The "Works by Women" exhibit contains
about 18 works by different artists. Ranging
from lithographs to watercolors to oil
paintings, most of the works were not only
created by women but use women as subject
matter.
Several of these pieces represent pain,
anguish, and suffering.
Senior Ellen Robinson's lithograph "Come
Hither I'm Angry/ I'm Famished/ I'm
Deformed" uses bold yellow and red tones
create a powerful image of women crying out,
yearning to be heard.

Junior Jennifer Hacketl also focuses her
portraits on women for this exhibit. Departing
from her usual use of animals as subject
mauer, her untitled pieces depict women with
deep pensive stares and sad eyes. Hackett
says she likes to study the human face,
especially the eyes, because they are the
essence of life.
"You don't even know a person, but you do
because of their eyes,"
While many of the works in the exhibit
make statements about the plight of women,
Hackett says her work has no deep meaning
beyond the artistic value.
"I'm not a social artist trying to correct
social wrongs," Hackett says.
Junior Christina Campo's work stands out
in vibrancy and subject. Her unusual choice of
shading illuminates the purple-colored pencil
sketch of a woman's back.
Along with the current pieces, a permanent
exhibit in the gallery well worth seeing is a
huge multimedia sculpture, which
incorporates a tattered woman's bodice
entangled in vines and briars. The name of the
piece is "Made by Womyn-In Celebration.".
The "Works by Women" exhibit fills the
gallery with more than pretty pictures, to
further the understanding of women in the
arts.
The Women's Resource Center is open
Monday 9 a.m-5 p.m., Tuesday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Wednesday 9 a.m.-S p.m., Thursday 9 a.m.3:30 p.m. and Friday 9 a.m-3 pm. The
"Works by Women" exhibit runs through
March 22.

pan."
Women were denied this simple privil
Olympic games in Paris, but only in
Participant Lisa Tumey intertwined three
this topic, alternately switching accents be

%
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rhyme: Women create poetry
ulf
iter
e chanting the names of
, Louisa May Akoti and

gathered to celebrate
;nts, visions, leadership
fily forum for women's
rill, a local restaurant,
ncc where once a month
ence members. Also, the
lor," a printed collection
spring and "Alastor. . .
fall.

idividual Events speech
i in Prose and Poetry" as
WcckalJMU.
olf's piece "Professions
determination of women
id "pick up the pen in
li literature, unlike other
im to "break through the
dren," a poem by Alia,
i asked society to "stop
warned women to "love
realize our own selves."
>men athletes and the
of athletic excellence,"
Magsi said, "The most
s is not to win but to take
privilege until "the 1900
y in tennis and golf."
hrce poems dedicated to
is between a tomboy and

a German athlete during the Nazi era.
Seniors Angie Blake and Catherine Sherman have taken
advantage of these outlets. Along with contributing some of
her own poetry to the project, Blake helped develop
"Alastor." She also performed at the Little Grill, which she
described as "a great forum for getting your work out."
Blake describes her poetry as having "a personal feel." She
became interested in poetry in high school when she was
given a genre project to complete. She said she discovered a
new talent that she enjoyed.
The stereotypical poet is usually conceived as a "traditional
white male, like Wordsworth or Coleridge" Blake said. She
adds that poetry has always been an effective outlet for
women and minorities to give their express themselves.
Blake is glad to sec more opportunities for women poets to
gain recognition through the budding literary magazine
Chrysalis, and the new Equal publication "Mantra." She hopes
that these two publication will offer student poetry readings,
like "Alastor... In Person."
As a female poet, she docs not encounter many difficulties.
"Great roads have been paved by women poets such as Anne
Sexton and Sylvia Plath."
Sherman sees poetry as "a type of self-expression, an art."
She describes her poetry as "distressing — it has an undertone
of liberation and power." She said that most of her poetry
celebrates women and the dignity of women who suffer.
Sherman has "been through a lot" and said that this reflects
in her poetry. She said "domestic issues are very powerful" in
women's poetry.
Women's poetry is important because it "gives us a voice
— can say things that are empowering," Sherman said
She wants the administration to take a women's literature
more seriously. She sees a need for a different level of
intensity at JMU.
Since there are more women on campus than men, in
addition to a significant minority population, there should be
additional multi-cultural poetry classes introduced that "cater
to the JMU population more," Sherman said.

BETSY RICHIE/THE BREEZE

BETSY RICHIE/THE BREEZE

(Far left) Jennifer Hackett's 'Unfitted' lithograph is now on display in
the Waxing Moon Gallery. (Near left) Channa Brooks, Tracy Bolander,
Homa Magsi and Lisa Turney listen as Teresa Dowell delivers a
monologue from The Women of Brewster Place.' (Above) Homa
Magsi reads from 'Beyond the Slogans' by Susan Faludi during the
'Celebration of Women in Prose & Poetry.'
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POSTAL
SERVICES

Off To
You!

HAIS

Student Appreciation Week March 1-5
at the JMU Bookstore, Mr. Chips and
%
Postal Services
* ♦
Join us for a week of discounts,
*•
#j
■/♦•
activities and prizes!
^^^
10% off all shorts
•
i-^-^V
10% off squeeze bottles, huggers and plastic
cups, including all Greek and JMU imprints (at
the bookstore and Mr. Chips)
20% Off all play things (Kooshes. frlsbees. puzzles...)
20% Off paperback DOOkS (excluding course books)
10% off software packages
10% Off all FLEX purchases (sorry, doesnt Include
Postal Services)

mm^m.^^m>z:mii^~^Smm^imia^\M^,

Large

Large Cheese

JMU

Try your luck in our drawing and contests!

^m

Addition*! Toppaigs 93*
Not valid w/ any other coupon

2 bicycles
2 cameras
4 tailgate tables

%

%
'Stop In the JMU Bookstore for beverages and munchled

■tfwr
AddrtionjJ Toppings 93<
Not vaid w/any other coupon

You could win on© of

Additional Toppints93«
Not vabdw/any other coupon
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So 101/ can store lots 0/papers.
Idlers, notes, ideas

The new Apple MaanlosbLC III

When you know what we"vebuilt into the raw Macintosh* LC III sharing ard more. See the rjtwMad^^
computer, its tow price tag looks even better. Its foe successor to Apple* Api* Campus Reseller Wliere you'll get special student pricing, as well as
top-selling personal computer- the Macintosh LCII. And it has even service during college* And discover the power of Macintosh.The mjm
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Upcoming...
Clay exhibit transforms
everyday objects into art
at JMU
by Barbara Awuakye
staff writer
Transforming words and thoughts into art objects,
clay sculpture gives form to feeling.
"Meaning in art is arrived at on a great variety of
levels and through innumerable means and
materials," JMU art instructor Brook LeVan said.
"Clay is one of the traditional materials of a long
history of people making things."
Incorporating this belief, LeVan and students in
his Art 325 class arc presenting "Material Metaphor"
tonight at Zirkle House.
"In selecting this show ... I searched the field
with a conceptual umbrella, one that would
distinguish individual works that have taken a
particular advantage of what the material clay can do
in the realm of communication," LeVan said.
To make his students realize the potential forms of
clay, LeVan instructed his students to become
acquainted with familiar objects. The students were
told to feel every aspect of the objects blindfolded.
LeVan then asked them to sculpt the object without
looking at the process during the two-hour class
period.
This project resulted.in some of the ceramic art
work, such as shoes and verbs, included in the
exhibit. In creating a pottery out of a verb, orange
vines tangle together to express the word "to wind"
or "to cry."
Ceramic student senior Mike Brown said this
assignment was a different experience for him
because while blindfolded he couldn't think about

the process or correct flaws.
"All I could do was feel," he said.
LeVan, who is also exhibiting artwork in
California, almost canceled the show because of his
absence, but his students interceded and decided to
organize the exhibit.

"Clay Is one of the
traditional materials of a
-long history of people
making things."
Brook LeVan
art instructor
"Every artist who has work in this show has
traveled an entirely different path to JMU," LeVan
said. "Each has given us something fresh in their
search for understanding through putting their
thoughts and feelings into clay."
Senior Paul McMullen encourages students to
attend this exhibit. "This show goes beyond pottery.
It teaches the viewer to look at ceramics in a
different way."
"Material Metaphors" will open tonight, and will
run through March 4 at Zirkle House. The gallery is
open Monday through Thursday 12 to 5 p.m, Friday
and Saturday 12 to 4 p.m.

• "Lynette Molnar: Talking Back," Feb. 15Mar. 19, New Image Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Margo Davis and Roly Martin: MFA
Degree Exhibition," Feb. 23-Mar 5, Sawhill
Gallery, Duke Hall.

music
• Wind Symphony, 8 p.m., March 2, Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
• Symphony Orchestra, 8 p.m., March 4,
Wilson Hall Auditorium.

misc.
• Safe Spring Break Party, 3 p.m., March
3, P.C. Ballroom. This event will include a
performance by Cillia, bo ths on
substance abuse, sun tanning, scuba and
snorkeling, and self defer se.

Shack Up With
Three Close Friends
John, Paul,
George &
Ringo

Jack, Janet,
Chrissie & Mr. Roper

Brokaw, Jennings,
Walters & Rather

m

Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young

June, Ward,
Wally & the Beaver

Individual leases i
• Weight Roorfi
•Basketball court
• Volleyball court
1
24 hour Maintenance
• Double beds available
Covered bus shelter
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes
Short walk to JMU
• Designated Driver program
Full-size washer & dryer
• Ample, well-lighted parking

1235-F Devon lane,
, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
k 432-1001
CROSSING office HourS: 9_5 Monday - Friday/10-1 and 2-5 Saturday

Eo>* "Housing
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OPENING FEBRUARY 26

Coming lb Gibbon;

<lfc BULL Pfy

NEXT FALL

STUDENT SPECIAL
$3.00 - 1 Golf Game,
Medium Drink, & Batting Token
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31.1993
Fraternity/Sorority
Parties

Located Behind
Valley Mall
1945 Deverle Awe.
- Harrisonburtf
433-2243

Gift Certificates

Group Rates
f 8 or more)

March Hours
Mon-Tburs 3PTMPM
Frl 3PM-9PM
Sat 11AM-9PM
Sun 1PTMPM

See The Breeze Classifieds Every Thursday
Brin* Stamped Mini Golf Score Card To Tufly's And Get A Free Appetizer
With Purchase Of One Appetizer.

Continuous Service...
Gibbons Hall will be open non-stop
7am - 8pm, Monday - Friday, from
8am - 8pm, Saturday & 10am - 8pm, Sunday

Total Free Flow...
All the options will be open. Come in
any entrance, 'free flow' to any option.

CHECK OUT THE NEW FREEDOM PLANS
The new, continuous service, free
flow meal plan. Unlimited meal punches!

Gibbons Hall
Good Times!
Tel. 568-6751

It is time to give in to your craving for suites! Live with
a group of your closest friends and enjoy all the
conveniences of living on campus! Reservation details
will be in the Spring Housing Information packet mailed
to you in March. Choose the On Campus Option!

JMU Residence Halls
Where the Living is Easy!
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HUlK
Dukes paste Patriots; finish first in CAA
by Ian Record
senior writer
Saturday night brought a double
dose of fun at the Convocation Center,
as JMU fans paid tribute to the senior
players and the Dukes clinched the
team's fourth straight regular season
Colonial Athletic Association
championship, whipping George
Mason 75-59.
The victory assures the Dukes of
the number-one seed in this
weekend's CAA tournament, boosting
their record to 19-7,11-3 in the CAA.
The same hapless GMU Patriots,
who after Saturday's loss to JMU
finished the regular season with a 7-20
record, 2-12 in the conference, will be
the Dukes first round opponent in the
CAA tournament next weekend in
Richmond.
"If Arkansas doesn't win the SEC,
then we are the only team in the
country to win four-straight regular
season championships," JMU head
coach Lefty Driesell said. "I am really
proud of our guys — especially our
seniors."
In a pregame ceremony, the Convo
crowd honored the team's four senior
captains — Paul Carter, Jeff
Chambers, William Davis and Bryan
Edwards — who played in their last
home game. The four started the
contest and gave JMU an early lead

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Senior Jeff Chambers records one of his three blocks Saturday.
that the team never came close to
losing.
The Dukes dominated the Patriots
from the opening tip, building a 22-7
advantage with relentless defense.
GMU shot a pathetic 34.7 percent

from the floor for the game and only
mustered 21 first-half points. JMU
also out-rebounded the Patriots 22-6
in the first half.
JMU's early lead prevented GMU
from running the four-corner slow

tempo offense that frustrated the
Dukes in JMU's narrow 56-50 victory
in the teams' first contest at the Patriot
Center in Faifax.
"We got a little bit of a lead and
they weren't able to hold the ball,"
Driesell said. "I'm sure we will see the
same thing when we play them next
Saturday."
The Patriots, led by freshman
forward Camerron Taylor's 17 points,
could only manage to close within 15
points of the Dukes in the second half
of action.
Davis and Edwards put an
exclamation point on the victory and
the seniors' Convo careers in the
second half when a steal by Edwards
led to a slam by Davis that electrified
the crowd and gave the Dukes a 52-29
lead.
After the game, the seniors were
focusing not on what has been
accomplished, but what needs to be —
a CAA tournament final victory and
an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament.
"We have to take it all in stride.
Now if you lose one game you're
done," Chambers said, who scored
nine points and ripped down a gamehigh 13 rebounds on the night. "We
have to lay everything out on the
line."
Davis led the Dukes' scoring with
DRIESELL page 23

JMU shoots down Eagles, 60-53 Diamond Dukes
by Alison Boyce
staff writer

CRAM NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Michele Gurito played her last home game
yeasterday. She is the team's only senior.

"Comeback" had to be the word that haunted the
JMU women's basketball team in preparing for
American this week.
The last time the two teams met, JMU allowed
AU to score six points in the last 56 seconds of
regulation to send the game into overtime, eventually
losing 75-69.
But there would be no rally by the Eagles this
time as JMU led the entire game and won 60-53
yesterday at the Convocation Center.
The win improves the Dukes' record to 15-9, 8-4
in the CAA. AU fell to 13-11,7-6 in the CAA.
Forward Kara Ratliff was the top scorer for the
Dukes with 20 points and eight rebounds.
"I was really thrilled to see Kara have a positive
type of game," JMU head coach Sheila Moorman
said. "She has to feel good about her performance
overall."
AU was within five with 4:52 left in the game
when Ratliff turned on the heat, scoring on a turnaround jumper and layup while keying a 10-0 Dukes
run over the next two minutes.
"I think we just got back to fundamentals and set
good screens, made the right passes," Ratliff said.
"Down there [at AU] we hit a wall and let them back
into the game. This game we just stuck with it and
wouldn't let them come back."
Eagles forward Karen Jenkins keyed the offense
for AU with a game-high 23 points.
Moorman acknowledged the difficulty of JMU's
MOORMAN page 23

dominate, sweep a
pair from Bucknell
by Mike Wissott:
staff writer
The JMU baseball team got its first wins of
the season Sunday, sweeping a double header
from Bucknell 14-1 and 8-1, moving its season
record to 2-1.
Due to poor field conditions, Saturday's game
was rescheduled for a twin bill yesterday.
The Dukes received a combination of strong
offense and defense in the first game, connecting
for 10 hits while yielding only five hits for the
Bison and committing just one error.
Sophomore pitcher Scott Forster froze the
opposing batters in five scoreless innings, while
picking up four strikeouts to earn his first victory
of the season.
"I knew that I had to shut them down early,"
Forster said. "But I've still got some things to
work on."
JMU started off on the right track, as junior
catcher Jason Troilo crushed a single that scored
sophomore first baseman Kevin Nehring in the
first inning.
In a bizarre second inning, the Dukes added
six runs to their lead. Bison pitcher Kurt
Waldner hit the first two JMU batters, before
freshman third baseman Jay Johnson beat out a
BASEBALL page 25
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Get Exposed!
Shoot for
The Breeze.
1111111111

II

111

Meetings are Mondays and Fridays at 4 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger Hall,
room 218.

Monday. March 15
Wednesday. March 17
Monday. March 22
Wednesday. March 24
Thursday. March 25
Monday. March 29
Wednesday. March 31
Thursday. April 1

6-7pm
2-3pm
6-7pm

2-3pm

l:30-2:30pm
6-7pm

2-3pm

1:30-2:30pm

VALLEY ROOM
Sign up in the Student Activities Office

OLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILL

In 1992,
one person
became
infected with
the HIV virus

iierp^,
10-15

seconds.
Your best defense is
knowing the facts.
1-800-342-AIDS
1-800-662-HELP

L
L
A
G
E
O
L

Departure Times:
»•,

In front of Godwin
March5th
3pm one wayMarch 5th
3pm round trpMarch 5th
SpmonewayMarch 5th
5pm round mp-

Return Trip:
Vienna Metro Station
arrive atJMU 7:30pm
5:30pm returnMarch 14th
Non-stop round trip bus

service between JMU and
Vienna Metro Station. Please
book early to guarantee
reservation. 534 round
trip-$18oneway
Tickets available at

(ground floor WCC) 568»6121
or call
V
800«553«6644
,

lesspnallyjmaiiagedbff
*ai^ Constable ;■
magement Division
,1173 or 432-9502

♦Pedal On th i level - no hilH to climb
or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
|Energy effici|nt heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
•Basketball courts.
Paved parking spaces,.
re-wired for: telephone.
elephone & cabled outlets in eacjb r
Jeadbbjt locks and door viewers o
jl apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways• Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance. *■
No sliding patio doors.
~

COLDUIGLL
BANKER □

DON'T MISS
OUR FREE RENT
GIVEAWAY IN
SEPTEMBER

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

V ▼ T"

AMEMBEROFTHE
[71
SEARS HNANCttL NETWORK UU

OLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVILLAGEOLDEMILLVI
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Seniors go out in style
by Ian Record
senior writer

VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE

Seniors Jeff Chambers and William Davis hug during a pre-game
ceremony honoring the seniors before their final home game.

Driesell

"... Edwards with the steal. Outlet
pass to Davis, he goes airborne, jams
it home and the Convo crowd goes
crazy!"
The scene has become familiar to
basketball fans. But Saturday night at
the Convocation Center, an era ended
as the JMU faithful said farewell to
four seniors in their final home of
their careers who have brought
countless thrills and memories.
Prior to the win over George
Mason, JMU honored seniors Jeff
Chambers, William Davis, Bryan
Edwards and Paul Carter. The quartet
started the game, and in the first 10
minutes thanked the fans in the best
way they knew how.
Chambers skied to rip down an
offensive rebound. Edwards drained a
three-point shot. Carter made a layup,
getting clobbered in the process. And
Davis stole the ball, coasting in for an
easy two.
"It doesn't really feel like my last
home game," Edwards said. "I am
sure it will hit me after a while, but I
haven't got the full effect yet.
"I have accomplished a lot here, but
a lot of the credit goes to coach
[Lefty] Driesell and the fans."
Chambers was miffed about
missing five of six free throws.
"I did the best job I could tonight,"
he said, "but I could have made
double figures if I hit my free throws."
Davis said, "Jeff [Chambers] and I
have been together for a while and we
haven't made it to the NCAA
tournament yet. We want to change
that."
On the basis of Saturday's win, the

Dukes have the top seed in next
weekend's CAA tournament, and the
inside track for the automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament.
The career numbers of the four
captains:
• Carter: The transfer from
Allegany- Community College has
scored 642 points and hauled in 356
rebounds in only two seasons. He also
has. recorded 40 blocks. The
Gordonsville native is most
recognized for his consistency,
averaging less than 11 points per
game without ever scoring 20 in any
one game.
• Chambers: The Demon, Md.
native ranks fourth on JMU's career
rebounding list with 728 boards. He
has also scored 782 points and needs
only eight assists to become the
Dukes' all-time leader in assists for a
frontcourt player. Chambers' best
game may have been Feb. 3 last
season, when he grabbed a career-high
19 rebounds in the win at Richmond.
• Davis: He has 1,435 career points
and needs only 23 more to move into
third place on JMU's all-time list. He
also has 115 career steals. One of the
nation's premiere sixth men, Davis is
the Dukes leading scorer this season
with 15.7 points per game and will be
a candidate for CAA Player of the
Year this year.
• Edwards: The Boston College
transfer has 876 points and 200 career
assists at JMU. A Massachusetts
native, Edwards has averaged more
than 15 points a game for die Dukes
and was named first-team All-CAA as
a junior. In the Dukes game against
UNLV last year, Edwards set a JMU
record with six steals, while adding 15
points and seven assists.

Moorman

CONTINUED from page21

CONTINUED from page 21

18 points in 28 minutes of action. "We have to have
confidence as a team, not just confidence as
individuals. If we are confident as a team we can go
through the tournament without many problems," he
said.
Carter, who scored eight points, added, "We have
been there and we know what it takes. It's going to
take three hard days of playing.''
The Dukes, who before the game were ISth
nationally in free-throw percentage, did have
problems from the line as they shot a dismal 55
percent on the evening. JMU missed 14 of 31 from
the charity stripe, with Chambers missing 5 of 6 foul
shots.
"We can't miss free throws like that." Driesell
said. "I don't know if the guys were tight or what.
The key to winning the tournament is making your
free throws."
The CAA tournament begins Saturday at the
Richmond Coliseum. If JMU defeats GMU
Saturday, the Dukes will face the winner of the
American and William A Mary game in the
tournament's second round.
"Losing last year has helped us to mentally
prepare for this year," Edwards, who scored only
four points on the night because of early first-half
foul trouble, said. "I don't think we were as focused
last year."
Driesell said, "We have to take them one at a
time. Right now the George Mason game is the most
important game this year."
The Dukes next action will be Saturday at noon at
the Richmond Coliseum to take on the GMU Patriots
in the first round of the CAA tournament.

5-foot-6 guard Christina Lee defending Jenkins, who
stands at six feet
. "One of the basic differences in the AU game at
AU, Karen Jenkins took over the game and
dominated the final minutes and scored every way
you can think of," Moorman said.
"I think Christina Lee is to be credited with a
pretty good effort against her over the span of the
entire game," she said. "We just don't have a good
matchup for her at six feet, so we went with
Christina because of her quickness."
The Dukes countered their height disadvantage
with quickness.
"They had a height advantage, but I think we
definitely have a speed advantage," said guard Gail
Shelly, who had eight points for the Dukes. "We
weren't really worried about size, because
sometimes you can compensate with quickness,"
The Dukes also have to be credited with holding
CAA leading scorer Gail Wilkins to only nine points.
The freshman averages 14.7 points per game, and
17.9 points in CAA match-ups.
"We wanted to pick up early and pressure,"
Moorman said. "Being pressured from the time you
catch the ball to the time you initiate the offense is
something that can wear on you."
This sort of play helped contribute to the
command of the Dukes over the course of the game.
"When we went out and pressured them on the
perimeter, they turned the ball over a lot and that
took them out of their offense," Shelly said.
The Dukes have two tough games next week on
the road against Richmond and George Mason who,
along with American, will be in a four-way race for

the No. 2 seed in the CAA tournament March 11-13.
With the No. 1 slot already wrapped up by
undefeated Old Dominion, the Dukes are looking
forward to the challenge of competing.
"I think it's fun, myself. This is what athletics is
all about," Moorman said. "You want to be in a
position where you compete and cam the good things
that come to you. That's exactly our challenge."

happened at the
game?
Sportswriters
meeting today at
4 p.m. in The
Breeze office,
Anthony-Seeger
Hall
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On your toes
The JMU women's gymnastics team upped its season record to 6-1
Saturday by defeating Kent State 186.80 to 184.50. Sophomore Marchelle
Yoch (left) does her routine on the balance beam Saturday. Team captain,
senior, Alisa Goslin (below) performs on the uneven parallel bars. Freshman
Ivy Wells set a Godwin Halt record with a 9.70 on the vault, while junior
Shane Murphy tied her own Godwin Hall record with a 9.70 on the uneven
parallel bars.

.

WOMEN'S

MEN'S
MARCH
6-8

At The Richmond Coliseum. Call (804) 648-8100 for tickets. Also,
visit Champions, the official pregame^ostgame social spot for JMU
fans, located between the Marriott; and the Coliseum

MARCH
11-13

At The ODU Field House in Norfolk, VA. Call (804)
683-4444 for tickets. This tough team deserves support
in Norfolk, so BE THERE!

LET'S BRING THE ELECTRIC ZOO TO RICHMOND AND
NORFOLK TO HELP OUR DUKES TO THE NCAA'S
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Baseball
CONTINUED from page 21
bunt that loaded the bases.
Senior shortstop Rob Mummau belted a
screaming double over Bucknell left fielder Dwight
Steward's head. Freshman centerfielder Joe Higman
and junior left fielder Chris Williams scored on the
hit, while Johnson raced to third.
After junior second baseman Jeff Kaufman
walked, the bases were loaded again, setting up a
monstrous grand slam by Nehring to the opposite
field that broke the game open.
"We didn't expect to hit this well early in the
season," Nehring said. "Our bats are coming to life."
JMU added four more runs in the third inning,
getting RBI singles from Troilo and sophomore right
fielder Chad Ginder.
In the top of the sixth inning, freshman pitcher
Casey Brookens relieved Forster. Brookens shut
down Bucknell by allowing one run and striking out
three in the last final innings.
"I felt comfortable with the big lead and got some
confidence back," said Brookens, who took the loss
in JMU's season opener Wednesday. "I just wanted
to go out there and throw strikes."
In the second game, the Dukes pitchers picked up
where they left oft", as senior Chris Slonaker pitched
five innings, permitting only one run to score.
"I didn't have much on my fastball," Slonaker
said, "but I was hitting the right spots."
JMU also received a strong performance from
freshman relief pitcher Brian McNichol, who fanned
four batters in the final inning. One of the Bucknell
batters struck out, but reached first safely on a
dropped third strike by the catcher.
Catcher Jason Troilo was 2-3 on the afternoon and
Kevin Nehring scored three runs for JMU.
The Dukes will now pack up for a 11 -game road
trip, starting with Liberty Tuesday and Virginia
Wednesday.

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

Senior short stop Rob Mummau slides into home plate safely for the Dukes yesterday.

iMimmo)

Restaurant
_ VTbmrm wntatc livmm tm rtarriMombtttft

will be held on March 30,1993

Mam St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Bill Hudson hosts
Open Stage • FREE hot dog bar & chili
Tuesdii} - Jettison Charlie - Progressive
Thursd&yr-lhe WoNe* of Azure
(hiirlolfi'Mille Sens.ifion

ink-Talent Showcase
Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!

Have fi Great Spring

SGA Positions available:
• President
• Administrative V.P.
• Legislative V.P.
• Treasurer
• Secretary

Herfnesrfm—Jim S Legal Fees...More funk for tlie Buck

4 Bands • 4 Bucks
N/ifii/y/ii-Paily Planet

Petitions are available at the WCC info, desk
and SGA office from February 24 - March IS
Deadline for petitions:
12:00 March 15,1993

Honor Council Positions:
,

• President
•Vice President

VOTE MARCH 30
the university commons and Godwin Hall

MMMBMH
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ITS COLD
OUT THERE !!

COME HOME
A FIRE !!

gJJ 433-3776
JHK 425 N. Main St.
•***

FIREPLACES in every unit
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full baths """
Many with STUDY or 3rd bedroom
9 MONTH LEASES

You'll value these Savings
on our Meals!

They're going FAST!!

+ tax
(each pizza)
One large pizza with
ChOOSe all yOUrfavorites'.
WiSS
SSKSSSS

Any large
one item pizza
fHOne coupon per order. Limited delivery area |
^MfflBM^^ssasss^^

CALL TODAY 432-1860 !!
For a private showing

or
Stop by the office and

MAV15CW
MXXOR

ASK FOR MIKE

i

_

Offered by:

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
REALTORS

$ 100 DRAWING
BRING COUPON TO MADISON MANOR
TO ENTER

+ tax
']
medium
tw item pizzas
Onuoup. .

+ tax
Two large
one item
pizzas

• order, limited deliver) ana jg||j oneumpon per order I ladled iMIvcry arvu

Name:
Address:
Telephone:.
Most interested in: [ ] 2 bedroom [ ] 2 bedroom w/ study
[ ] 3 bedroom
No purchase or obligation necessary to enter/ Drawing March 31,1993
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
Richmond's Tarrant may
call it quits
Richmond basketball head coach Dick
Tarrant is considering retiring after this
season.
Tarrant, who has been Richmond's
coach since 1981, has led the Spiders to
five NCAA tournament appearances and
pulled off some of the biggest upsets in
tournament history.
In 1991, the Spiders became the first
15th seed to advance in the NCAA
tournament, upsetting Syracuse. Other
Tarrant tournament victims include
Georgia Tech and Indiana in 1988and a
Charles Barkley-led Auburn team in
1984.
Tarrant said he has not decided if he
will retire or not, but said he may
present a claryifying statement after
Richmond's final regular season game
Tuesday against Hofstra.

Hurd places third in
national meet
JMU sophomore Tiombe Hurd placed
third in the triple jump Friday in the
USA/Mobil Indoor Track and Field
Championships, a meet featuring the
nation's.premiere track and field
athletes.
Hurd broke her own JMU record with
a mark of 42 feet, 3/4 inches in her final
jump.
Sheila Hudson, a former NCAA
champion at Cal-Berkeley and
American record holder in the event
won with a jump of 44 feet, 3 1/4
inches.
Senior hurdler Jerry Roney also
competed in the meet, but competing
against the three fastest hurdlers in the
world, he failed to advance to the finals.

CAA tourney social plans
finalized
The JMU alumni association and
Duke Club announced Champions
Sports Bar and Restaurant will be the
headquarters for JMU pre- and postgame parties at the CAA tournament.
The three-day tournament starts
Saturday at noon, when JMU plays
George Mason in the Richmond
Colesium. There will be a post game
party immediately following the game.
Champions is located in the Sixth
Street Marketplace near the Richmond
Colesium.
For more information, contact the
JMU Alumni office at x6234.

MONDAY MARCH 1, 1993

JMUResuks
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday, Feb. 27
Harrisonburg
JMU 75, George Mason 59
James Madison (75)
Plqyer
Miil fG FT H E A
Robinson 13
12 0-0 2 3
MoLinlon 18
3-4 0-0 7 1
Jordan
0-0 0-0 0 0
1
Edwards
IK 1-5 1-3 4 -V
McGuffin 4
0-0 0-0 0 0
Wells
0-1 0-0 0 0
Vcnson
16 1-4 34 5 7
Culuko
18 2-6 1-2 7 4
Davis
28 6-10 6-9 18 4
Chambers 28 4-7 1-6 9 13
Carter
28 3-8 2-3 8 3
Ritter
26 6-7 3-4 15 3
Foskhul
0-1 0-0 0 0 0
Team
200 27-55 17-31 75 47 9
Three point goals: Edwards 1-5,
McLinton 1-1, Culuko 2-4, Chambers
0-1
George Mason (59)
Plaver
Min FG £1 ERA
36 3-15 3-5 10 2 3
Manns
Shackelford 15 1-4 0-2 3 1 2
17 0-6 0-0 0 4 0
Johnson
Thompson 3 0-1 0-0 0 3 1
Buck
5 1-1 0-0 2 4 1
24 2-6 0-2 4 4 0
Alford
4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
McGlone
Ross
19 5-14 0-0 12 5 0
30 5-17 O-l 10 2'2
Horton
37 8-12 1-1 17 5 0
Taylor
Fingall
10 0-1 1-2 1 2 0

m

Team
200 25-72 5-13 5936 9
Three point goals: Manns 1-2,
Shackelford 1-2, Johnson 0-1.
Thompson 0-1, Ross 2-4, Horton 0-1
George Mason
21 38—59
James Madison
38 37—75
Turnovers—JMU 14, GMU 11;
Blocks — JMU 6, GMU 1;
Field goal percentage — JMU 49.1,
GMU 34.7

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Sunday, Feb. 28
Harrisonburg
JMU 60, American 53
James Madison (60)
Plaver
Min EG EE £ Ji
Hopkins 28 2-6 24 6 8
Algco
36 5-12 3-4 13 5
Woodson 15 1-5 0-0 2 4
• 1 .IT
34 2-8 2-3 7 3
Shelly
38 3-7 1-384
Powell
12 2-2 O-l 4 2
Ciinlc
9 0-3 0-0 0 1
RatlifT
28 6-13 8-10 20 8
Team
200 21-56 16-25 6038
Three-point goals: Shelly 1-4, Loc 1-4
Old Dominion (67)
Plaver
Jenkins
Josefoski
Keller
Turner
Wilkins

Mm
37
25
31
32
28

m

7-13
1-9
5-14
2-5
3-6

A
0
3
0
4
2

0
0
10

EL £ J4 A

6-9
0-0
3-5
0-0
24

23
2
13
4
9

10
6
11
2
2

1
0
0
0
2

Drfmsicr 5 0-1 0-0 0 1 1
Conncll
11 0-1 1-2 13 1
Baker
17 0-3 1-2 1 3 0
Greenfld 14 0-3 0-1 0 6 0
Team
200 18-55 13-23 53 46 5
Three point goals: Jenkins 3-5,
Turner 0-2. Wilkins 1-1
American
20 33 — 53
James Madison 25 35 — 60
Turnovers—AU 15, JMU 16
Bk>cks—AU 1, JMU0
Field goal percentage — AU 32.7,
JMU 37.5
Attendance— 1050

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS
Sat, Feb. 27
Harrisonburg
JMU 186.80, Kent 184.50
Floor exercise:
1. Wells, JMU, 9.70
Vaulting:
1. Wells, JMU, 9.70
Uneven Parallel bars:
1. Murphy, JMU, 9.70
Balance beam:
l.Grimmeii, JMU, 9.45
All-around:
1. Wells, JMU, 38.05

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
Sat, Feb. 27
Radford
North Atlantic Gymnastics
League Championships
Team Standings:
1. William* Mary,214.60
2. Radford, 203.30

3. Cornelll, 200.20
4. James Madison, 200.00
5. Vermont, 181.90
6. CCNY, 113.10

Floor exercise:
1. Wright, W&M, 9.45
Top JMU: 3. Mercer, 9.35
Pommel horse:
l.Trites, Radford,9.25
TopJMU:6.0nuska,8.55
Still rings:
l.Gailand, Radford, 9.50
Top JMU: 2. Vicrschilling, 9.45
Vault:
1. Wright, W&M, 8.90
Top JMU: 3. Mercer, 8.85
Parallel bars:
1. Wright. W&M, 9.20
Top JMU: 4. Mercer, 8.80
Horizontal bar:
l.Trites, Radford, 9.45
TopJMU:8.Jcnks. 7.55
All-around:
Walker, W&M, 53.50
TopJMU:6.Jcnks, 50.65

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Feb. 25-27
Buffalo. N.Y.
Fastern Women's Swimming
League Championships
Top Ten Team Scores:
1. Princeton, 635.5
2. Harvard, 592.0

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Yale, 483.5
Cornell, 348.5
Brown, 317.5
Columbia, 307.5
James Madison, 269.5*
Dartmouth, 191.5
Buckncll, 161.0

10. Navy, 140.0
* JMU's highest finish ever at
EWSL meet.
Top Five JMU Finishers:
100 Butterfly:
4. Walker, 56.82 (school recordold 56.94 held by Walker)
1,650 Freestyle:
5. Andrews, 17:12.64 (school
record- old 17:15.69 held by Erin
McDonnell)
200 Backstroke:
3. Luviano, 2:04.99 (school
record- old 206.65 held by
Knstcn Brinser)
200 Butterfly:
1. Walker, 2:03.32 (NCAA
Consideration) (school recordold 2:05.29 held by Lottie
Swanson)

FENCING
Fri., Feb. 24
Teaneck, N J.
Farleigh Dickinson 11, JMU 5
JMU bout Records:
Mulhern 1-3
Schoka 2-2
Tock
2-2
Benson 04
JMU 16, Vassar 9
JMU bout records: *
Mulhern 4-0
Schoka
4-0
Tock
4-0
Benson
4-0

BASEBALL
Sunday, Feb. 28
Game 2
JMU 8, Bucknelll
Bucknell

ahr hni
2000
0000
3 020
0000
3 110
0000
2 000
3 0 10
3 000
3000
1 000
1 0 00
2 000
I 000

JML

abrhhi
4 0 10
2 10 0
10 10
0000
23 10
1 00 0
1 0 I I
3 02 1
C ■ iii.ii r rf
2 10 0
Williams If 3 110
I ligmail cl 3 111
Jonnsim 3b I I I I
I 00 0
l-dscll 3b
!>>rscy pr (I I 0 0
Itui km II
100 000 0 — I
JMU
211 022 X — K
1'- — Marline, Kcams, Trout, Mummaii,
Kaufman. LOB — HU 5. JMU 3. 211 —
(iymesi, lligman. 3H — Hulhcllcr.
Kcams 2b
Gorski ph
Null in ss
Kubicki ph
Gymicsi rf
Waller ph
Snicgcki cl
Moms lb
Kock <lh
Trout 3b
Marline t
DclUrtc t
OBKcr ss
Chech i<> ph

Buckncll
Maguircl.,0-1
Glut
Scranlim
JML
SlonakerW. 1-0
Venafro
Woody
McNichols

IP
3

ss
K.iiilniii 2b
Moyd ph
Hagby 2b
Nchnng I b
Cnisc clh
Uulhcllrph
Triolo t
MUIIUII

H
4

5
1
0 10
10 0
10 0

IK Bll SO
4 4 4
I
I
0 0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

1
0
"M

^
V*

You ought
to be in
pictures.
£.•

I
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TheBneezeis looking for
photographers. Fhoto
meetings are Mondays and
Fridays from 4 - 4:30 p.m. in
Anthony-Seeger Hall, room
218. All are welcome.

For more info., call
Ryan or Mike at
X6127.
TH6*ew

University Place
! 1

Check Us Out!!
Call 432-6541
•Reasonable Rates
•Individual Leases
•3 & 4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer

•Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
•Dishwasher
•Free Water
•Ample Parking

THE BEST IN
STUDENT HOUSING
FOR THE MONEY!
Come by and see the changes at University Place!

FILLINQ UP FASTI
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432*6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

It's your choice*
This newspaper can go into
the trash or into a recycling
bin, it's up to you. Just
remember, if it goes into the
trash, it'll also go into a
landfill
And landfill space is running
out.
Think before you throw it away.

Choose recycling.
SPRING BREAK
CHECKLIST

si
si
si

PATAGONIA BAGGIES
25% OFF
BOLLE SUNGLASSES
GREGORY TRAVEL DUFFLES

THERM-A-REST PADS

si
el

-*ULr*?fa

COOL SPRING T-SHIRTS
SELECTED STYLES 25% OFF
NORTH FACE CATS MEOW BAG
SANDALS BY BEACH OR BISTRO,
BIRKENSTOCK & TEVA, MERRELL & ALPS

Wi

rs

OUTDOOR WtAfl AND EQUIPMENT

1544 E. MARKET STREET

434*7234
BESIDE COOL BREEZE CYCLERY ON
THE ACCESS TO THE SHERATON INN

■
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Humor
CALVIN & UQBBES/BillWatterson
TO AVOID DETECTION
WHILE CHANGING IDENTITIES,
MILD-MANNERED CALVIN
LEAPS INTO HIS LOCKER '

THERE HE MAKES THE
STUPENDOUS TRANSFORMATION
INTO....

THE FAR SIK/Gary Larson

* MANNN.'®
L _i Ik, _

r

QjJjg f I CANT
OPl^< V GET OUT/

HMM... THIS IS A HEAL

JOB FOR SWKHDOVS
MAN.'

BAKG

BANG BANG

HECK, THIS MAX EVEN BE
A JOB FOR THE
A

CUSTODIAN.

T

BANQ

■n

J^T.

« i

—

WHERE'S CALVIN ? OlONT
WE COME BACK FROM
THE DRINKING FOUNTAIN ?

I'LL BET HE'S AT UIS
LOCKER, MISS WORMWOOD.
HE BROUGHT SOMETHING
SECRET IN K PAPER BAG
TOOAV THAT HE SAID WOULD
HELP UlM ON THE TEST

FIVE "(EARS UNTIL RETIREMENT
FIVE VEAR5 UNTIL RETIREMENT

Gus Ferguson: Recipient of the first
brain bypass operation.

ST9KNHVS mHS STUPENDOUS
POWERS ARE OF NO AVAIL IN
THIS CUNNING TRAP.' ZOVH0S.

ITS

snmnous mis

FIENDISH

NEMESIS, THE CRAB TEACHER,
COMING TO FINISH HIM OFF.'

\

"Norm? This is Mitch. ...
You were right — I found my drill.

.r

OUTER BOUNDS/C J. Grebb
SO YOU AT AT POMTIOAMS, MkAttS
A*D MtrtC* .. . AND THAT*.* IT?

So WHAT?/

IT'5 SICK!
THEY'*B TUST
PA0IE$.'

ENJOY "HUT VEAU
PAKMES6AM LAST
N16HT?

THAT^ DIFFERENT'

»i

<►
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The Wmem congratulates the 1993-94 staff*
TSfews editors
Drew vanEsselstyn
Nicole Motley
Assistant fcfews editor
Jennifer Overman

Arts editor
Anne Marriott

Photography manager
Craig Newman

Arts assistant editor
Barbara Awuakye

Photojra|^y editor
MikeMeffher
Graphics editor
Jessica Kaminski

Sports editor
Steve Miranda

Focus editor
Jessica Jenkins
Focus assistant editor
Alane Tempchin

Production manager
Katina Casey

Sports assistant editor
Kevin Finch

Design Consultant
Grant Jefding

Opinion editor
Rob Kaiser

Copy editor
Matt Warner

The raw staff goes to work April I.

D«Bvery Hours*
fiun^Mon. ila.m.-iza.m.

ft**. - Sat.:.... Ili'M' - 1a.m.

45-DUKES

HOURS:

Mon.-Thurs. 11AM - 1:30AM
Fri. -Sat
11AM-3:30AM
Sunday
11AM - 12:30AM

-PAPA

S«*rta« the dtj of
HllliUMttg
7H 1 MutX Si
(COTBCT of 014 luun «4.)

Party Pak
5 Large
One Topping

$241

Ad*tai«l Toppings 93<
Navtfidw/wyahgccupm

433-7272
Large Two
i
Topping A One J
order of
Breadsticks •

*m i

Large
Cheese

Two 14" large
One topping

$C29

ui a

AddfcoailTopping»95< |
Aafiuowl ToppmpvJ*
Nav»l»l»/iyolhgOQupoi, ■V» vthri »»my i«hgccupg>|

A*9DonilTon»mt93«

MONDAY

Open Stage
Hosted by Drew Brown
Tacos 3 for $1.50

TUESDAY

Ladies No Cover

WEDNESDAY FRIED MOOSE
18&Cfershbw

Classic Rock

TIOTRSDAY

JOHNNIES HERITAGI

with Biohio
2 Bands $4 Cover
Special 9 PM Show
FREE WINGS
at 7 & 9 PM
Look for your SPRING BREAK PARTY
Monday March 15th featuring all your
favorite Spring Break games.
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classifieds
Heuae tar rani-Waft te JMU. 4BR. (301)
4804826 after Spa.
College Station - Mara roem for the
38R eue*»x (CM bt furnished) - August 1
Of Jum 1,1 003. WO/mo. 434-2100
Townhouse - Furnished, female. JMU. 3
Mocks. WD. Available August. $150. 4341040
1M apt*. -Shod leases MM*. 4 blocks
on OuWmi Court Exceptional value Check
wot* »315*io. 434-2100
100344 liani avtnttli - Spacbui rooms,
nice houses mi JMU ft lown. $180$235/mo., tmenilies. 433-3025, 13784.
Social deaki lor preplanned groups. 5HM 1
3RM

HAKM4
VJWWMJSddjd H 1 UklBAII
A nfl Srf^MM^UU
!■■■
mmWf. IHJPVUUH
PBUBM. "Klrf
(VWIPPOUMV.

Fumishad including MW, W/D, DW. Call
Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Accord, igents
Commonwealh Realty, Inc. 4324541 or 4342977.
3BR apt - Near campus Off-street parting
2884128
8BR houae - 1 baths. Netr campus, oftstreet parking. Suitable for 2 groups of 4.
Shared kachen 2894128
Sublet May - August at Ike Commons.
Free cable (HBO). $120/mo. all utilrti.j
included except electricity Ursula, 5644453

For rarrt - 4BR, 2 bath condo. University
Placa. W/D, rang*, DW. MW, relnoerator.
Furnished, available Aug. i. 1993. Call
cooaeL (703) 504-2277.

Summer sublet-5 mtnuto walkto campus.
huge townhouse, fury tumished W/D, doubk.
barjt, 2 BRt tvtaatxo. May- August 564-

Hawkins Slraat - 4K, 2 batha, complalaly
lumrshed, $195, waitr Indudad 433-8822

1bU tor rent In 2BR apt - Hurtert Ridge.
Ouiel atmosphere Ulf, $275 plus utilities.
Contad Eric, 14870.

Unhanky Placa - 4BR, 2 bathe, cwnpkraly
turrethed, $185, bidMdual laaaa. 4334822
University Ptoee - JBR, 2 baths, ccrnpkmly
lurmsnad. S205422S. pnvala bath. kvJrvidue!
laaaa, watar Indudad, W/D, MW, bus service
4334822
3BH apt. - Haal puma, W/D, dack, quktt
naighborhood. Awailabla May or Junt.
$486*0.2884472
2BH heuee - Horeweed floors, acraanad
porch, WrO, DW. x3068 or 432-0449
Save $/ add spaea - Country Club Court
UwnhouM. 48fl, 2 1/2 baths, hi W/D, gas
heat, AC, 3 loon $6001650 Funkhouaar &
i, be. 5844807
Beautiful, atedern JBR - 2 1/2 bath
townhouee. Waking datance to JMU. $500
renWepoei. 4324513, anytime.
1 1/2BR haamint apt - Waking dMancs
10 JMU. Private eneance ft driveway Some
utttkM indudad. $275 rent/deposit 4326513, anytime.
Far aubliaai - 1BR apt near AnthonySeeger it avalabte May-Auguat. ft Is futy
furniahad. Includes kitchen, lying room,
baftroom. Cat Sarah tor data*, 4324807.
3BR townhouee - Furnished, short wek to
JMU. $1504«io. 432-1857
Cerumens summer sublet - 1.2.3BR.
Females preferred. Ram nagotiabia. 4337880
Sublet - Moy-Aueuot Cetnmene. 2 rooms
available JiKVmo 434-1811.

Waff Trap Foundation Hospitality Summer position available at Wol Trap.
Duties include grocery shopping, arranging
food ft beverages lor performers' meals ft
dressing rooms. No cooking involved Must
be 21 years or older Cal (703) 255-1902 (or
■nTMlYiOW.
Wol Trap Ticket Services in Vienna. VA ■
now interviewing for full lime box office
summer employment. Customer service or
sales experience helpful. Call (703) 2551868.
Laborers needed - For a construction crew
at Lakevww Golf course. Apply on sat with
Jonathan OutasrDuncan Irrigation, he

LOST & FOUND
Heavy black face watch - broken band
Please cal Cathy, x4962
Lost - Black kitten near Hunter's Ridge
Pteass cal Chris. 4334044.

FOR SALE

SERVICES
Typlat - Accurate, reasonable, dote lo
JMU. Rush jobs welcome 4344047

JMU tefcwto - 15 muticolor datignal 100%
eonon MB* Cat 4334460.

Resumes that work to you can Expertly
wrtwn; typeset 434-0515

T-shirts- If youVe seen k. we've got ill Cal
4334450.

National DJ Connection, t» best DJ muse

HELPWSANTS"
Outer Banks largest watersports canter
hiring
enthusiaitic
parsons
for
sailing/windsurfing instruction, powerboat J
eoupmert rentals, retail Contact B4 Mries,
North Beach Sailing. Inc. Bo< 8279, Duck.
NC 27040. (010)2814262
Alaska aummer employment - fisheries.
Earn $600*/week in canneries or
$4,000+/mo. on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room ft board! Over 8,000
openings No experience necessary. Male or
female For employment program cal (208)
5454155, XA532S.
VMM aasistant positions lor 1003-04
available ki Sports Media Relations. Video
experience required. Pick up appkafons ki
Godwin Hall Room 220. No phone cahl
Appfeatjomdue March 22.
Waft Trap Foundation drivers - Summer
poiiaona avaasble at Wof Trap. Mutt bt 18
years or older ft have • good dnving record
Familiarity with DC/No. Va./MD helpful
Variety of responseilitiee Cal (703) 255
1902 for irso/Vserview.
Office student aoeMarrt position, tor 199394 avaaabfa ki Sports Media Relations. Pick
up app feature ■ Godwin Hal Room 220 No
phone cats! Appfcations due March 22

in town! 433-0360

NALS
Adoption - A Ho lied with love, laughwi 4
lullabies Happily married couple hoping to
adopt Cal Jeanne ft Ken collect, (804) 282
1652.
Intramural Tennis sign-up diadlni, Noon,
March 2, Godwin 213.
Owe Jockeys lor hire. Hameonburgs baatl
National DJ Connection. 4334360
Want to be a UPB member? Stop by & pick
up a form in our office. Located across Irom
the Information Desk in the Warren Campus
Center. 6127
I wish I could rearrange the alphabet ft put
U and I closer together. N you've used or
heard cheezy lines like this, enter me Worst

HSTCE
For more information ft assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities ft
work at home opportunities, contact
Ins Bailor Business Bureau, Inc.
at

(600)533-5501.

WANTED
Roommate - FaH

198$. 5BR apt,

dote to campua. x5851
B^WaBs^tJ^si aoiAa>^s^^ e*t ^Jk*A^& rifvi .■■ i^ k ■ i ■ ■ ■
rviMBM TwQmmmm w MaV* can K/mYvtj&m.
Ca«Juea,x5802.

AtlentJen Spring Breakers! Party Ike godsl
Panama City, $130, Kay Watt, $280. duality
acccrmwdationa. Cal Joe, EnrJett Summer,
(800) 234-7007.
Getting wet on Spring Break? Snorkelng
gear available. Buy or rent Call Kathy's
Scuba. 433-3337.

Want to work for the Federal
Government??
CCS presents "Federal Jobs and
the Application Process"
Featuring Susan Holland. Staffing
Specialist from OPM
Wednesday. March 3,1 -2:30pm
Sooner Hall

EAE, X<t>, AIA - All day any day! Love.
ZTA.

Prepare yourself for a career ki

Party on, Wayne. Party on, Garth. Safe
Break Party at the Philips Center, March 3
from 10 tp 3. Information on pubkc safety,
driving ft travelling tips, wellness issues ft
tannmcyskm cars

the 90s!
Beta Gamma Sigma
presents
An Internship Seminar

You don't need a plane to get to
Spam.
You don't need e car to go very

Pick-Up Line Contest at the Safe Break Party.
Winner receives a romantic dinner for Wo at
Tukyt,

Monday, March 1
Zane Showker Hall Room 100

7-0pm
Mlaty Watroua - Happy Anniversary!
Thank you for giving me the most wonderful
months of my He I love you with all my heart!
-Hand in hand forever.' Michael S. Gottlieb

Creftl Party! Cheap! with Rivers Inc. Info,
cal Brett, X4042.

LHo'e a beach ... aa come to the Safe
Bruk Party on Wednesday, March 3 from 10
to 3 in the Philips Center ballroom. Free
mystic juices, t shins, mugs, gum, soap,
condoms ft skin cars products. Demos on
CPR, snorkeling/scuba drying, volleyball ft
massage.

far.

You want to see Francs?
Coma to ths dance!
R.H.A.W. Aprils
Geoff - Can't wait for Spring Break.
Raining in Key Largo, anyway. Q..L

Ths University Program
Board would Ilk* to thank
Club Sandwich committee
members

The Very Special Arts Festival a here - an
organization to help disabled students ft
aduts be exposed to the am. We need your
hep. Meeting Monday, March 1 in Duke A103
at 3pm. Cal Maryam, x4160 for info.

Desna Abi-Merched, Danielle
Batdorf, Jacquie Bruce, Linn Chau,

ft good luck with everything. Lots ol love,
Melissa, Shannon, Jest, Mike, Deena ft
Kritten.

ex - Congratulatlone on your new pledges

Tim Cooks, Andy Davis, Todd
Fraley, Mark Fulchar, Andrew
Graves, Bonnie Griffiths, Jenny Hal,
Darcey Harding, Brandon Hess,
Allison Kaptowitz, Anna Lawson,
Lauren Mooney, Paul Morrison,
Jeermie Ftobeton. Vicki Shoenfefd,
Alison Shorter, Christy Smith.
Meredith Stambter, Lindsay Trout,
Cindi Walack, Amy Warner. Michelle
Winder

for all of their hard work
throughout tha 1992-93
school year.
Laughter guaranteed. Cillia, the comedy
improv group, performs a the Safe Break
Party from 12:30 to 1:30 on Wednesday,
March 3 in the Phiips Center Ballroom

KAP - Money! Money) Money! Great
■spendng- Saturday with youUr
Congratulatlons Annla! Your AX A Big
Brothsr loves youl
Squlriey BumMe Bes -1 leva you! Your
Poopie forever.
riKA • Another penalty? Belated thanks
tor an excitant party! AT

NOTICE
For more information ft assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities ft
work at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at

(800) 533-5501

Creative, clever & cheap
Classifieds.

«*N
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The Breeze congratulates the 1993-94 staff*
News editors
Drew vanEsseistyn
Nicole Motley
Assistant News editor
Jennifer Overman

Arts editor
Anne Marriott

Photography manager
Craig Newman

Arts assistant editor
Barbara Awuakye

Photography editor
Mike Heffner
Graphics editor
Jessica Kaminski

Sports editor
Steve Miranda

Focus editor
Jessica Jenkins
Focus assistant editor
Alane Tempchin

Sports assistant editor
Kevin Finch

Production manager
Katina Casey
Design Consultant
Grant Jerding

Opinion editor
Rob Kaiser

Copy editor
Matt Warner

The new staff goes to work April 1.

s
JJI:
l*£

Delivery Hours:
Sun.,Mon.
lla.rn.-iza.in.
Tue. - Sat. ila.m - 2a.m.

PUB & DELI

MONDAY

43-DUKES
(4JV8557)

Open Stage
Hosted by Drew Brown
Tacos 3 for $1.50

TUESDAY
HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs. 11 AM h.WAM
Ffi. Sat
HAM 3:30AM
Sunday
HAM - J2:30AM

t«-rvIn* the chy at
H«rrMM»n*nr»
-"■ F. Market St.
(coraei of OM F«m.<» Bd.)

Party Pak
5 Large
One Topping

433-PAPA

WEDNESDAY FRIED MOOSE

18 & Over show
Classic Rock
THURSDAY

JOHNNIES HERITAGE
with Biohio
2 Bands $4 Cover
Special 9 PM Show

FRIDAY

FREE WINGS
at 7 & 9 PM

433-7272
Large Two
Topping & One
order of
Breadsticks

$241 : *8I

AddiMurioFpings93«
,
AddmonaJTrrrjmgi'*}*
Sttvjtkl w/jnynr.tr utiptn , N»» VJJ.II »7«iy ithg.nupm

Large
Cheese

Two 14" Large
One Topping

*St<£>

mi

Adtfiiraui Toppuigs fit
Adduxvul 'lyings 9M
Not I'ahd w/any ilhcr mir/xii Nit vjlkl «/ar.y ilta cmpm

Ladies No Cover

Look for your SPRING BREAK PARTY
Monday March isth featuring all your
favorite Spring Break games.

